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LETTER 
FROM 
THE SECRETARY OF WAR, 
TRANSMITTING, 
In •·esponse to Senate resolution of J anu,ary 28, 1890, reports relat,ve ..... - ~ .... ,....,, ... 
treatment of oertain Apaohe indians. 
MARCH 17, 1890.-ReferrM to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to e 
printed. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, Marolt 17, 1890. 
The Secretary of War has the honor to ~ransmit to the Senate are· 
port from the Adjutant-General of the Atmy, dated January 30, 1890, 
toget er witq a copy of .Senate Executive Document No. 117, Forty-
ninth Congress, second session; a printed copy of notes of a conference 
held at the War Department July 26, 1886, between Hon. William C. 
Endicott, Secretary of ~rar, and Chatto, ohief oft e Chiricahua Apache 
Indians; a copy of Senate Executive Document No. 35, Fifty-first Con-
'·'·'""~'"""''' first session; a report from Capt. J. H. Do st, Fourth Cavalry 
February 28, 1890, and a report from Capt. J obn G. Bourke, Thi:d 
Cavalry, dated March 10, 189Q, the same being furnished in resp.oltl&ell:::; 
tD a resolution of the Senate, dated January 28, 1890yas follows: 
R68ol"ed, That the Secretary of War e directed to communicate to the Senate -11 
evidence in his possession in regard to the aeizure and imprisonment of Chatto 
and other Apache Indians, and especially whether said Chatto or any other 'Of his 
tribe were induced by the Government to visit Washington upon assuranoos from the 
',PI·esit1ent of the United States or the Secretary of War of safe conduct; and whether 
assuramc1es were violated and said Chatto or any other of said IndianR seized and 
~:CO,nfitled as prisoners; and whether the United States is in good faith bound to in-
::~e•BatllliY said Chatto; and to state all the circumstances whic'h will enable the Sen-
as to the propriety o! such indemnity, and whitt should be the amount 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE, 
1Jnited States Senate. 
REDFIELD PROCTOR, 
Secretary of War. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, January 30, 1890. 
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith Senate resolution of the 
instant, referred from the War Department to this office, e.allin 
certain evidence in the ossession of the Department in rega d to 
eizure and imprisonme t of Ohatto and other Apache Indians, a d 
li.WDOOUUIY as to hether Maid Chatto or any others of his party ere in-
2 APACHE INDIANS. 
duced by the Go¥ernment to 'Tisit \Vashington upon assurances 
the President of the United States or the Secretary of War of safe 
duct, etc.; and in reply then~to to inclose herewith Senate Execu 
Document No.117, Forty-ninth Congress, second session, and to in 
particular attention to part 3 of said document (pages 49 to 75 in 
sive) which contains such information of record in this office as 
upon the case of Ohatto aud his party, brought to this city by 
H. Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, under Field Orders No. 74, Headq 
Department of Arizoua, July 13, 1886 (see page 53 of document). 
In this connection I also beg leave to call attention to notes of an 
ter¥iew recently had at Mount Vernon barracks, Ala., between 
Gen. George Crook, U. S. Army, and Chatto and other Apache ch 
.as contained on pages 6 and 7, Senate Executive Document No. 
Fifty-tirst Congress, first session, herewith. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
Part III, Senate Ex. Doc. 117, Forty·ninth Congress, Second Session. 
Copy of telegraphic and other con·espondence t•cgarding the disposition of the Wa1'1n 
at1d other Chiricahua Apaclw lndians ncm· Fort Apache, A1·iz., and those under 
Chatto, brought East by Capt. J. H. Do1·st, Fourth Cavalt·y, and also in 1·egard to 
capfut·e of Chief Mangus and pa1·ty and their final disposition. 
[Prepared in the office of the .Adjutant-General, U. S . .Army, in compliance with Senate 
of February 11, 1887.] 
Official copy. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL's OFFICE, 
February 24, 1887. 
R. c. DRUM, 
Adjutant-General. 
[Telegram.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal., June 4, 1886. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL u.s. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
'l'he following telegram received: 
"FORT APACHE, ARiz., Jtlly 3, 1886, 
"My object in coming to this reservation was to see the Apache and Warm 
Indians hero. There are the strongest military reasons why these Indians sbou 
located outside of Arizona, and it should be done peaceably if possible. Th 
several places east of New Mexico where they could be located, and I reslpec~ttilLU 
request authority to send a few of the tribe to Washington, under charge of 
officers, and to locate such land as the Government may be willing to grant them. 
Lamar, who is here from Interior Department, concurs with me as to the aar,isatJitq 
of the measure. I would request that Captain Baldwin, Fifth Infantry, be 
to report to me for duty in this connection. 
"MILES, 
"Conunanding." 
In absence of GenerafHoward: 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C. : 
APACHE INDIANS. 
[Telegram.J 
FORT APA.CHE, ARIZ., July 5, 1886. 
3 
Request that my telegram of Saturday regarding Apaches and Warm Springs 
Indians be considered strictly confidential. Ten principal men have agreed to go, 
and I believe it will result in much good. 
MILES, 
Commanding. 
[Indorsemt>nt on the foregoing telegrams from General Miles of July 4 and 5, 1886, respectively.] 
HEADQUARTERS OF TilE ARMY, 
Washington, July 7, 1886. 
Respectfully submitten to the Secretary of War with copy for the information of 
the Interior Department. 
The whole history of Indian wars in this country shows that they are generally 
directly traceable to the action of the Government in moving tribes from the locality 
where they had become established, and which they are always averse to leaving, to 
other ground in the selection of which they had no part. In the case of these 
Apaches, this is directly illustrated by their removal some years ago from Tularosa, 
N.Mex., to Fort Apache. They were opposecl to the change, and when they were 
compelled to go by military force they yielded, but protested that though they would 
go they would be bad Indians, and bad Indians they have been nearly ever since. 
Their removal from Arizona wonld undoubtedly be a relief to the people in that 
section, but would unquestionably be equally distasteful to the inhabitants of any 
section east of New Mexico where they might be sent, who would probably make every 
effort to prevent its accomplishment. Every section of country should control the bad 
element of its own population, not endeavor to foist them upon other more fortunate 
districts, and this is especially true of the Indians, who should, as far as possible, be 
controlled where they now are. I see no objection to the delegation of Apaches com-
ing to Washington, but do not consider it necessary or advisable to make, as requested, 
the detail of Captain Baldwin (now in Montana), who neither knows these Indians 
nor their language, and is no more fitted for this duty tuan many other officers now 
under General Miles's command. Detaching two officers to bring ten Indians to Wash-
ington, at a time when we are sending to Arizona all the troops that can be spared 
from other departments, also appears to me inappropriate, and does not meet with 
my approval. 
[Telegram.] 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant- General, Cowmanding. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S 0PFICE, 
Washington, J1ily 7, 1886. 
CoMMANDING GENERAL DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. : 
Please inform General Miles that the Lieutenant-General declines to order Captain 
Baldwin to report to him, and while he approves of a delegation of Apaches coming 
to Washington, he does not wish two officers sent with them. 
J. C. KELTON, 
Acting Adjutant-Gene1'al. 
[Thlegram.] 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. : 
FORT APACHE, ARIZ., July 7, 1886. 
My object in requesting· that Captain Baldwin be ordered to report to me was on 
account of his successful management and arrangements of the Moses or Columbia 
River Indians under similar circumstances. I believe there is an opportunity to 
locate the Cbiricahna Indians where they will no longer be a disturbing element, and 
my purpose is to secure a permanent peace for this Territory. I therefore hope that 
my request will be granted. 
MILES, 
Commanding Department. 
4 APACHE INDIANS. 
FORT APACHE, ARIZ., ,July 7, 1886, 
SIR: Soon after being assigned to this Department, in April last, I became con-
vinced that there were two problems to solve before auy permanent peace could be 
fully established in the Territories of Arizona and Now Mexico. One was the snbjn .. 
gation of the hostile Indians; the other the control of tho Apache Indians camped 
near Fort Apache, Ariz. The first has absorbed much of my attention, and the 
prospects of ultimate success are favorable. The last mentioned has been fully con-
sidered, and early in May last I adopted measures to bring about a change which, 
if accomplished, will result iu lasting goocl. · r 
There are now at Fort Apache 19tl Warm Springs Indians, that wore several :years 
ago forcibly removed from New Mexico, and 236 ChiricahnrL Apaches. These two 
bands have for years affiliated under the leadership of Mangus Colorado, Cochise, 
Victorio, Chatto, Geronimo, and others, and tho Apache tribe has raided t lw settle-
ments of New Mexico, Arizona, :mel Old Mexico for hundreds of years. Certain 
promises have been made them and very great privileges have been granted them. 
The 440 men, women, and children now living on the military reservation of Fort 
Apache are nominally prisoners of war, yet they have never been disarmed or dis-
mounted and are in better tighting condition to-day than ever before, and yet with-
out arms they w~uld, in their present position, be in danger of being raided by any 
hostile Indians. 'l'o bold this tribe nuder restraint and close military surveillancu 
has required a Stl,mg force of troops. They were located iu the heart of the most re-
mote, mountainous, and inaccessible region of the United States; remote from the 
fact of its being 100 miles south of the Atlantic and Pacilic Railway and 130 miles 
north of the Southern Pacific. 
Raiding parties from this tribe at Apache, and from Geronimo's camp in Old Mexico, 
have for years committed the most serious depredations in the belt of country (200 
miles wi<le) between Fort Apache and the Mexican boundary. The ho::;lile clement 
under Geronimo and Natchez will be worn down, a,ud in time destroyed or captnretl 
by the troops, yet this result could not produce a lasting peace so long as the Apache 
tribe remains in the rugged and almost inaccest:lible mountains of Arizona. 'l'heir 
boys of to-day will become the Geronirnos of a few years hence. They are the rem-
nant of a once powerful and warlike tribe that bas contended against civilization for 
three hundred years. All their traditions perpetnate the spirit of war. By their con-
:flicts with the Spanish or Mexican forces and those of the United States they havo 
become great,ly reduced in nnmbers, bnt the feeling- of animosity towards the white 
race has only been intensitled. 
After fully considering the snhject in a1l its bearings, and, with Mr. Lamar, of tho 
Interior Department, personalJy examining their conclition, I believe they can he 
moved a way from the monntai n regions of Al'izona and New Mexico and plaeed within 
the control of the Government, wLero they will no longer l;e a disturbing clement or 
a menace to the scattered settlements. To <lo this with their cousent wonltl be mokt 
advisable and desirable, and ::tft, r Yisitiug their camps ao<l talking witll1ll•·ir h:acl-
ers I have induced eleven of tile priucipalmcn to go to \Vasbington, nn<lcr elwrg0. of 
Captain Dorst, Fourth United State8 C a ,-alry, to t>ee tho authorities and learn what 
tho Government would do for thew, autl "·hat it would expect thew to t1o, antl to 
see any lands that tho Government can grant them. I presume it is Hut tbe pnrposc 
of the Government to keep pPrmanently the se\·enty-two Apaches, mostfy wou1en 
and children, in Florida, where they "ere recently sent. Tiley are a monutain racr, 
ac,.ustomed to high altitudes, and 'sould in a short time, most likdy, die if kept in 
the lowlands of Florida. Sbonltl the Apaches in Arizoua and Florida be perma-
nently located in some place henl:hful mHl 1:'-nited to tlleir nat.m-al requirement::!, I 
believe the hostile element wonl<l tmnemler. Tl10y have several times evinced a dis-
position to do so; bnt if not., tlH'Y conhl soon he overcome. 
There is no one act that the Govc·rJHJJ<'ut could do to give greater satisfaction, confi-
dence, and relief to the people of Arizona and New Mexico than tllo removal of tl1esc 
Indians. In order that it may be arranged without difficulty or violence, I respect-
fully recommend that an arrangement or settlement be made, similar to i bo on<' 
effected in the case oft he Most'f'l or Columbia River Indians in 18tl2 and 188:>. It now 
costs tile Government at least $.10,000 per annum to feed tht•se Indians, and it takrs 
hundreds of thousands of dollars auunally (over and above the ordinary ex pens<~ in 
time of peace) to keep the troops in the field aetive1y campdgning against Lostil<'s 
and to protect settlements sc:tttere<l over a Yast area of country. As1do from ibis, 
the detriment to the material iuten>sts of these Territories, caused by freqnent ont-
hreaks and raids of the Apache Indians, cannot well be estimated. 
In view of these facts I have the honor to respectfn11y recommend that, in comdd-
eration of tbeir good couduct and loyalty, the Indians in question be allowed to lora to 
on the southeast side of the Wichita, Monntains, on the Kiowa, Comauchc, aml Apache 
ReserYation, in the Indian Territory. They would then he with a hand that wns 
formerly of the same tribe and speaking the same language. They wonl<l ue more 
thau a thousand miles ttway from the monntains of Arizona and where they could be 
easil~ controlled. At the same time the clear water of the mountains, the climate, 
tho fertile soil wonhl be congenial and beneficial to them. Iu order to satisfs 
and make them self-sustaining, each family should have $100 worth of farming 
If! ancl $200 worth of domes1 ic stock t be first year, and $:l00 worth of stock the 
<l year. When tlwy were all brought together there should be 100 families; 
these woul«l require $:{0,000 the first yearand $: O,OOOthosecond ;year; aftertbatthey 
would reqniro no further assistance. I would also recommend that $5,000 be given 
the 1n·incipal men in stock animals that. would be useful to the tribe, and in such 
valuables as they would most require or appreciate. I am aware that there are legal 
objections to their being at once moved to the Indian Territory, lmt shonl1l thisreeom-
mendation receive the approval of the Executive Department of the Government, I 
believe that Congress would he convinced of the importance and necessity of remov-
ing any legal objections to a measure that would Recure peace to a very large section 
of the conutry. 
Until they can be located with the Apaches, now in the Indian Territory, they 
coultl occupy the high lands on the military reservation at .Fort Riley, Kans. I rec-
ommed that this delega.tion lJe allowed to see lJoth placeH, and sufficient inducements 
granted them to insure 1 heir williug consent to the change. One of the most difficult 
things to do with Indinns i~ to change their location, as they cling to their native 
country with great tenacity, an<l the effort has often canseu Indiau wars; hence I 
recommend that most liberal terms be grante<l them. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
NELSON A. MILES, 
Brigadim·-General, U. S. A. 
The AssiSTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DIVISIO~ OF THE PACIFIC, 
J>resido of San Francisco, Cal. 
[Indorsements on the f()rcgoing Iotter of Grnmnl MilrR, llateu July 7, 1886.) 
IIEADQUAHTEHS DIYif'lON OF THE PACIFIC, 
l'resido of San Frandsco, Cal., .!uly 1!), 1H8G. 
Respectfully forwarded to the A<ljutant-G<~neral of tho Army. 
In the absence of the division commander: 
C. McKEEVIm, 
Assistant .Ll.djutant-Ue~m·al. 
liEADQFARTERS OF THE An:\n', 
Washington, ,July :~o, lB·G. 
Respectfully submitt<'d to the Secr<'tnry of 'Var. Thue arc now on the rest>nat ion, 
near Fort Apache, Revent.y-ono Chiricalmas an<l \~larm Spriugs adult male ln<lia.us. 
These Indians arc exclusive of those in this city. It is my lwlief that if the delega-
tion which is now here goes hack to tho reservation without hrwing received what 
they may deem the most sat.isfact<,ry promises on the part of the Government, a largo 
number of th08e that are now peaceable will endeavor to join Geronimo. I therefore 
recommend that authority lJe granted Jue to d1rect General Miles to irmnedintely 
arreHt all the male ln<lians now on the Chiricahna ReHervution, near :Fort Apacbe, 
and Hell(l them as prisoners to Fort Marion, Fla.; that the delegation now here he 
sent there also, and that they be held at that point as prisoners of war until the final 
solution of the Geronimo troulJlcs. 
Brig. Gen. N. A. MILES, 
P1·escott, Ariz.: 
[Telegram.) 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
LieLttenant-General, Commanding. 
ADJUTANT-GEXERAL'S OFFICE, 
Waxllington, July 8, 1886. 
The Lientennnt-General authorizes yon to select one officer of your command to ac-
company the delegation of Apaches to \Vashington, D. C. 
.L C. KELT(L', 
Acting Adjutm1t-General. 
\VAR DEPARTME.o. T, 
Washington City, July 9, 1886. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for yonrillformation, a copy of a telegram 
from the commnntlin~ gmwral of the Department of Arizona,ofthe 4th instant, relative 
«• the removal of the Apache an(l \Varm Springs Indians from Arizona and the semling 
of n few ... of them to 'Vas':ington, in charge of two officers of the Army, on the 
of the location of such lands as th~ Government may be willing to grant to 
.also requesting that Captain Baldwin be ordered for duty in connection with 
matter. 
Attention is invited to the accompanying copy of :t telegram of the 7th ;,. .. ,,.,.,,,.. :b 
the commanding gPw ral of the Dcp:trtment of .Arizona, showing the action 
by the Lieutenant-General of the Army upon thi~:~ request. I beg also to inclose 
with a copy of the remarks of the Lieuten::mt-Gencral of the 7th instant, submi 
this matter to the DC'partment, and in regard to the sarue ueg to request 
favor me with your views relative to the mode of bringing the party of In 
Washington, should such action be decided upon, and whether officers of the 
will ue required or not. 
Yery respectfully, your obedient servant, 
vVl\1. C. ENDICOTT, 
Secreta1·y of War 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Jnly 10, 1886. 
8IR: I have read your letter of the 9th instant, inclosing copies of coJrrcSll4c>n<leDLcei 
rela,tive to the suggestion of General Miles, to send n few of the Apache and 
Springs Indians from Arizona to Washington, and inviting my attention to the 
of the Lieutenant-General of the Army on the tmbject, who is not favorble 
project of removal of Indians from Arizona, lmt thinks that they should be COJiltroHed:\ 
where they now a.re. He, however, sees no objection to the u6legat.ion 
coming to Washington, but does not consider it necessary that two officers 
detached to accompany them. In view of these remarks yon request my views 
tive to the mode of 1Jringi11g the party of lntlians to Washington. 
The Indians around Fort Apache have for a long time been under the control an 
management of the military lJranch of the service, and in my opinion any mt\v~~m•~n't: ·. 
of any portion of them from the reservation for any purpose should be under the di-
rection and management of officers of tbat branch of the service having control 
them, and to whose supervision they are accustomed. 
This Department does not read the Lieutenant-General's remarks as meaning 
the delegation should not be accompanied by one officer, but rather that two officers 
are not necessary for that purpose. 
I have the honor, therefore, to respectfully request that such instructions, if any 
are necessary, be communicated to General Miles as will enable him to carry out his 
suggestion relative to lJringing a delegation of the Indians mentioned to this city. 
Their coming here will, I believe, have a good effect, aside from any question re-
garding their removal to any other part of the country. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
'l'he SECRET AliT OF WAR. 
LTclegram.) 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Secretary. 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. G., July 13, 1886. 
Oeneral N1<~LSON A. MILES, 
Fort Apaclle, A1'iz.: 
Send ten of the Apache and Warm ~prings Indians to Washington under charge of 
one good officer from your department who knows them and upon arrival report them 
to the Secretary of the Interior. 
FIELD ORDERS ~ 
No. 74. S 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA, 
Wilcox, .AJ•iz., July 13, 1886. 
[Extract.] 
2. In co•npliane with telegraphic :tuthority from the Lieutenant-General of the 
Army Capt. J. H. Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, now at Albuquerque, N.Mex., will take 
charge of the party of Indians upon his arrival at that place and CQnduct them to 
gton, D. C., and report with them to the Secretary of the Int6rior, also report~ 
is aiTival to the Adjutant-General of the Army. 
pon the completion of this dnty he will return with the party of Indians in chnrge 
to Fort Apache, Arb., and then rujoin his proper station. 
The jonrney, as directed, is necessary for \he public service. 
By command of Brigadier-General Miles. 
Official. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C.: 
J. A. DAPRAY, 




HEADQUARTERS DIVISION 01!' THE PACIFIC, 
Presidio of San .Ii'mncisco, Cal., July 13, 1886. 
Following telegram jnst received from General Miles, dated Fort Apache, July 12: 
''In order to secure a permanent peace in Arizona and New Mexico, it is of the 
highest importance that the Statutes, paragraph 313, chapter 87, Forty-fifth Congress, 
be so flU' modified as to authorize the President to locate a small band of Apaches, 
not exceeding 500, in the Indian Territory. A part of the tribe are already there. If 
tbis c:w be done it will save to Government at least $300,000 annually, besides many 
lives. If this meets tho approval of the Department, I earnestly request that the 
subject he laiu before Congre.ss with as lit.tle delay as possible." 
In ahRence of division commander. · 
c. McKEEVER, 
As8istant Adjntant-General. 
[Indorsement ou the foregoing telegram.] 
HEADQUARTERS 01!' THE ARMY, 
Washington, July 14, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to ths Secretary of War, with copy for the Department tf 
the Interior. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant--General, Commandi'ltg. 
[Extract from St.'l.tntes at Large, Forty-fifbh Congress, third session, chapter 87, page 313.j 
CnAP. 87.-AN A.CT makfng appropriations for the current and contingent expenses of the Indian De-
partment, and for fulfilling treaty stipulations with various Indian tribes, for the year nding June 
thirtieth, eighteen hundred aml eighty, and for other purposes. 
Approved, Feuruary 17, 1879. 
"REMOVAL, SETTLEMENT, SUBSISTENCE, AND SUPPORT OF INDIANS. 
* . 
Collecting and snbf!isting Apaches and ot,her Indians of Arizona and New Mexico: 
For this amount to subsist and properly care for the Apache and other Indiaus in Ar-
izona and New Mexico who have heen or may be collected on reservations in New 
Mexico or Arizona, three hnndre<l and twenty thousand dollars. And the Pr("sident 
offhe United States is J1ereby directed to prohii.Jit the removal of any portion of sai{l 
tribes of Indians to the Indian Territory unless tho same shall be hereafter author~ 
ized by act of Congress. 
* * * * * * 
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington City, July 14, 1886. 
DEAR Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a telegram from General 
Miles, dated at Port Apache, Ariz., .July l~th instant, tonching the importance of 
a modification of the act of Congress of February 17, 1879 (chapter 87, Porty-fi.fth 
Congress), so as to antborize the President to locate a small band of Apaches i.u the 
Indian Tcrritoi·y, together with an extract from the net referred to, which 
tlw course indicated. 
We haYe no information at this Department upon the subject, except what is 
tained in this telegram, and, of conrso, there are no provisions of law under which 
removal of tbese Indians to the Indian 'l'~rritory could be made. 
The only possible means b_y which such I'esult could be accomplished would 
through an acli of Congress, anu the question whether endeavor should be made 
obtain such an act is one for your consideration and judgment. An early reply is 
sired that the telegram of General Miles may be answered. 
Very truly yours, 
Hon. L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
Sem·etary of the Interior .. 
General NELSON A. MILES, 
Wilcox, Ariz. : 
[Telegram.] 
WM. C. ENDICOTT, 
Secretary of War. 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Wasllington, D. C., Jnly 15, 1886. 
The Secretary of War directs me to say, after consultation with the President and 
the Secretary of the Interior, that it will be impossible at t.bis time to procure legis-
lation in regard to the removal of the Apaches to the ladian Territory, and all hope 
of so doing must be abandoned. The military movements mnst. therefore proceed in 
view of the preAent arrangements in regard to t.heRe Indians. 
[Telegram.] 
P. H. SIIERIDAN, 
Lieuintan t-Ocneml, commanding. 
Lieutenant-General SIIERIDAN, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Ar.nUQUERQUE, N. ?Yh:x., July 15, 1886. 
Party of thirteen Indians, with interpreter, were on tho roall by rail before your 
telegram fixing numhcr at h'n waA receiYc1l. Th<>y are nuder charge of Captain 
Dorst, Fourth Cavalry; sboultl reach Washingtou ~a.tur<lay night. 




FORT BOWIE, Amz., VIA 'WILCOX, Jul1120, 1800. 
Commanding A1·my, Wa8hingtou, JJ. C. : 
Owing to my absence your telegram .July JG ,just received. Military tilOvemcnts 
have at no time ceased against the lwstile ItHlians. The settlement with MoRes or 
Columbia l{iver Indians was not confirmed by (Jongrei'ls or appropriation :n·ailable 
until a year after. If the small baud of Apach<'s can he indncetl to p<'rmanently lo-
cate in Indian Territory I believe they would n•quire only the assurance of the an-
thorities that all obstructions wonld he removt·d and the nect'ssary appropriations 
made o-n their guaranty that they should be retnrue(l in case of failure; in the mean 
time they could move and remain at Fort Riley, Union, or sneh place as yon deem 




HEADQUAltTEr s AmtY oF THE UNITED FiTATEs, 
• Wasltin[Jfon, D. C., ,Jnly :n, P Rii. 
General NELSON A. 1\In,J<:s, 
Trilco.r1 Ariz.: 
The proposition to l't'IHO\'C tht' Chiric.llllla antl \Varm Springs IndianA to nns l'l'~f'r. 
vation or militat·y post west of the Missouri Ri vcr can not ho ~tertained. 
President wishes me to ask what you think of the proposition to forcibly arrest 
on the reservation and send them to Fort Marion, Fla., where they can be joined 
the party now here. 
ientenant-General SHERIDAN, 
Washington, D. C. : 
!Telegram.] 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
'VILcox, Amz., August 1, 1886. 
There woul<l be some advantage, but some serious objections occur to me, which I 
explain fully by letter; the favorable reports have evidently excited feeling 
against that delegation and frightened and broken their confidence. There is no 
hurry about this matter. I recommend that Captain Dorst take them to Carlisle 
under his and Captain Pratt's influence; their confidence will be restored so that some 
that number go to :Florida to visit those there ancl return to Carlisle. By that time 
runners, who started for GeroniTJ)o's camp the same time they started for 




H:~ADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF ARIZONA, 
Wilcox, A.1·iz., August 2, 18~6. 
GENERAL: In answer to your inquiry as to the advi5ability of forcibly removing the 
Chiricahua and \Varm Springs Indians now on the military n:"ervation of Fort A paclH•, 
with the delegation from these tribes now in ·washington, to Port Marion, 
, I have the honor to reply that the advantages and objections appear to me 
as follows: First. It would be a great relief to the citizens of Arizona to know that 
they were all out of this mountainous country, and it'~ <Htld avoid tronhle with those 
in future. Second. It would relieve a strong force of troops that are now keep-
ing watch over them or guarding the settlements against any outhre...,ks. If relieved 
the troops could occupy the Mexican frontier or be available fot any service. 
Tho objections to the measure appear to be serious. First. As the delegation went 
to Washington by authority of the Government with a view of making some perma. 
nent arrangement for their future, I fear it would be charged that the Government 
had taken advantage of them, and believe the Indians would consider it an act of 
bad faith. Second. It would be known by all other Indian tribes in the southwest, 
and they might in future hesitate about sending any of their number to Washington, 
even at the request of the Government. Third. I think it would necessitate a war of 
extermination against those thnt are down in Old Mexico, for if banishment were the 
fate of those t,hat have been peaceable they would expect theirs to be much worse, 
and I think all would have to be killed betore any more would surrender. 
The difficulty of dealing with those Indians, I believe, bas arisen from hostile feel-
ing excited toward then. since they arrived in Washington. They are wild, suspicious 
Indians, and their confidence is easily broken. 
Although attached to their native country, I believe before leaving Fort Apache 
they were prepared to make any fair and reasonable arrangement to conform to the 
wishes of the Government, and still think their confidence can be restored by the 
means suggested in my telegram of yesterday. 
The charge that Chatto, the leading spirit and bravest of the tribes, has committed 
serioos crimes, is undoubtedly true, as it is of every other representative of tho wild 
Indians that bas appeared in Washington from the days of Red Jacket to the present 
time. That he was present or concerned in the murder of Judge 1\fcComas and family 
is a matter of some doubt, as he is said to have been in another place at the time. 
This is not a local, county, or Territorial affair; the Government bas assumed the 
responsibility of dealing with them, and bas bad them under punishment ever since 
war was commenced on the tribes as a body, and it appears to me that the Govern-
ment is fully justified and warranted in making tinal disposition of them as wards of 
the nation, as it has of every other tribe. 
Another embarrassment which the Governmellt is obliged to meet is the fact that 
the people of Arizona and New :Mexico are loud in their appeals for the removal of 
these Indians. At the same time part o£ the press of Texas and Kansas has raised a 
protest aga,inst their being ser. t east, and especially to the Indian conn try; all(l yet., 
should nearly six hundred mountain Indians, accustomed to live in altitudes thou-
sands of feet above the level of the sea, be sent to Florida permanently, it might ex-
cite equal opposition from the Eastern press, and result in their being returned in a 
few years, the same as was done with the seventy-five Indian murderers sent there in 
1875. The status of the Indians is this: Those at tho agen,~y have been kept 
a close military surveillance by Lieutenant-Colonel \Vade, a very efficient officer, 
ave not been allowed to render assistance to tho hostiles. The followers of 
ronimo aml Natchez have been so closely pursued by the troops that they have 
scarcely two nights' rest in the same place since they commencecl hostilities--.B,nru 
They have killed but fourteen persons in the Territories of the United States, 
one June 5, and were on our soil but twenty-three days before they were dri 
In fiv~ encounters with the troops they have lost in numbers, and also by '''"'t~Al''t.illlna 'l 
'l'he latest information was that they were much reduced, and that there was 
ditmffection among them, and measures that are now being taken will add still 
to their discomfiture. 
In view of these facts, I am convinced that if a fair and just arrangement can 
made with those on the militar.v reservation, near Fort Apache, to move from 500 
1,000 miles east, and those in :Florida and the hostiles that surrender be sent to j 
them, the desired end will be reached. There must be some safe place where 
Government can locate these wards away from the caiions antl mountains of Ari 
that, would he agreeable to them. There certainly can be no harm or violation 
law in allowing them to visit the eastern part of the Indian Territory. They would 
see how other Indians prosper, and I believe the effect would be good. (For some 
reasons, what is known as ''No Man's Land" might be the most available ground, as 
it wonltl be entirely free from State or Territorial interference and the Government 
would have them under absolute control.) Whatever locality may be selected, I be-
lieye this method would speedily result in a peace most dcsirallle and permanent. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
/ 
Lientenant-General SHERIDAN, 
Commanding the Annp, Washington, D. C. 
NELSON A. 1\IILI~S, 
IJrigadier-General, Commanding. 
[Trulorsement on t.he for«>going letter of GeneraL ::M:iles to the Lieutenant-General, dat«>d August. 2, 1886.] 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, August 9, 18t:l6. 
R(~spcctfully submitted to tile Secretary of War. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
\VAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, August 2, 1886. 
SIR: The Secretary of War directs that the necessary instructions be given for the 
return of Captain Dorst a.nd the part.y of Apache Indians and interpreters to Camp 
Apache via Carlisle, Pa. Orders will also be given for the pay of the'interpreters and 
for the subsistence of the Apache Indian scouts on their way home. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL. 
[Transcript from the Edt. Book, A. G. 0.] 
JOHN TWEEDALE, 
Chief Clerk. 
3827, A. G. 0., 1886, August 2, 1886. Secretary of War directs that necessary instruc-
tions are to be given for the return of Captain Dorst and the party of Apache Intlians 
and interpreters to Camp Apache via Carlisle, Pa. Orders will be also given for the 
pay of the interpreters and for the subsistence of the Apache Indian scouts on their 
wa.y home. 
Official copy respectfully referred to the Quartermaster-General, who will furnish 
the necessary transportation for the return journey from this city via Carlisle, Pa., 
to Port Apache, Ariz., of Capt. J. H. Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, and of the party of 
Apa~he Indians, interpreters, and Indian scouts; also furnish funds for the pa,v of 
the mterpreters. The matter of subsistence has been attended to. 
By order of the Secretary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, August 2, 1886. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant- General. 
Official copy respectfully referred to the Commissary-General of Subsistence, who 
will furnish the party of Apache Indian scouts referred to within with $1.50 each 
for their subsistence while en route from this city via Carlisle, Pa., on their way home 
to Port Apache. 
By order of the Secretary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, August 2, 1886. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-General. 
General NELSON A. MILES, 
Wilcox, Ariz.: 
(Tt~legram.] 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. C., Attgust 3, 1886. 
Your telegram of August 1 recPiveu and submitted to the Secretary of War and the 
President for their information. 
[Telegram.] 
General RHEIUDAN, U.S. A .. 
TVtJ8hington: 
P. H. SHERIDAY, 
Lieutenant- Gene1·al. 
CARLISLE, PA.; .August 4, 1886. 
Arrived last night and reported for further orders. Can find means to keep the 
Indians interested for four or five days, if necessary, and they will be more contented 
than they were in \Vashington. 
DORST, Captain. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, August4, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, recommending that Captain Dorst 
be authorized to remain at Carlisle with this aelegation of Indians for five days, and 
that he then return with them to Fort Apache, Ariz. 
[Telegram.] 
~apt. J. H. DORST, 
Ji'ourth Cavalry, Cm·lisle, Pa.: 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding, 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, August 4, 1886. 
The Secretary of War, approying the recommendation of the Lieutenant-General, 
commanding, authorizes you to remain at Carlisle with the delegation of Indians for 
five days; after expiration of th t time you will return with them to Fort Apache, 
Ariz. 
[Telegram.] 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
J. C. KELTON, 
Assistant A.djutant-Gene1·al. 
WILCOX, ARIZ., August 5, 1886. 
As I am responsible for sending that delegation of Indians to Washington, I request 
that they remain at Carlisle unt.il my letters are received in Washington and until 
such time as I recommend their return. 




Washington, Attgust 6, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to the Lieutenant-General commanding the Army. 
R.C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-General. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, D. C., August 6, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War. 'rhe orders already issued in this 
matter ~:~hould be adbflrell to. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-Gene1·al, Commanding. 
APACHE INDIA S. 
Mr. L. Q. c. LAMAR, Jr., 
, Washington, D. C. : 
Understand Indians are ordered back in five days. I hat! requested tiley 
Carlisle until my letters were receivetl in Washington and until runner~ return 
Geronimo's camp, and I hope it may be done. Will write yon to-day. 
I Telegram.] 
NELSON A. MILES. 
ADJUTANT-GI<~NERAL'S OFI<'ICE, 
Washington, August 6, 18~6. 
COMMANDING GENERAL DEPARTMENT ARIZONA, 
Wilcox, Ariz.: 
'l'he Secretary of War will not comply with request to retain Indians at Ca.rliJSle, 
for reasons stated in your dispatch of yesterday, without further information 
this subject. 
R. C. DRUl\L 
Adjutant-lJeneral. 
(Telegram.] 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL OF ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
WILCOX, ARiz., August 6, 1886. 
Secretary of War will receive further information upon receipt of my letter now on 
the way to Washington. Should Indians return without anything being accom-
plished and insist upon remaining- in the mountains of Arizona iu defiance of recom-
mendation of military authorities and the appeals of the people of the Territorie11, 
outbreaks and disturbances may be expected for next twenty years. Their presence 
bas been a menace to the people of this country ever since they were placed there, 
The military reasons are sufficient and the opp rtunity favorable for making an ar-
rangement with them by which they may be located outside of the Territories of 
Arizona and New Mexico, and I can see no objection to a handful of Indians remaining 
at Carlisle, where some of them have children, until a question which involveli the 
lives, property, and pea.~e of the people of this section can ~e satisfactorily deciuod. 
MILES, 
Llndorsement on the foregoing.] 
Conunanding. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Washington, August 7, 18~6. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of'War. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Comntanding. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 7, 1886. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a telegram from General Nelson A. Miles 
to Mr. L. Q. C. Lamar, jr., the special agent of this Dep;trtment, recently sent to con-
fer with him at the San Carlos Indian Reservation, Ariz., requesting the further 
detention of the delegation of Apache Indians now at Carlisle en 1·outc to their reser-
vation. 
The tele~ram indicates that the early return of the delegation of Indians to their 
reservation may affect or interfere with some of General .Miles's plans for securing pos-
session of Geronimo and his hostile band of Indians, which may be avoided by a few 
days further delay, which I think is greatly to be desired. 
'fhe matter is respectfully forwarded for the action of your Department. 
I have tho honor to be, very respectfully, 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
'l'he SECRICTARY OF WAR. 
Secretary. 
Capt. J. H. DoRsT, 
Fourth Cavalry, Oarli3le, Pa. : 
[Telegram.] 
ADJUTAN'r·GENERAJ}S OFFICE, 
Washington, August 9, 18~6. 
The Secretary of War directs you to delay at Carlisle with Indians until you re-
ceive further orders. 
[Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-Gem:ral. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICI~t 
Washington, .August 9, 1886. 
\.i(IMl~AND•ING GENEI~AL DEPARTMENT ARIZONA, 
Wilcox, Ariz. : 
Secretary of War has consented to the delay of Captain Dorst with Indians now at 
>.:/\.iiiK.lUIIL" until further orders. Dorst so advised. 
J. C. KELTON, 
Assistant Acljutant-Gefleral. 
NOTE.-Owing to failure of telegraph lines, this dispatch was not received by Cap-
Dorst, and commanding gen~ral Division Missouri was directed to :find where 
'>.At ........... rn could reach him. (See telegram to commanding general Division Missouri 
Adjutant-General, dated August 11, 1886, at head of next page.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, .Augutst 0, 1~6. 
SIR: I have the honor to return herewith the inclosed papers relating to the sub-
of the removal of the Chiricahua and Warm Springs Apache Indians from Arizona 
•"1il~lu:tnu~ point iu the east. 
point suggested in the telegram of the Lieutenant-Genera] of the 31st ultimo, 
the consideration of General Miles, as a }Hace to which they may be removed as 
LPris~on4Eirs of war, is Fort Marion, Fla., while General Miles considers that some safe 
from 500 to 1,000 miles eastward of their present locality, somewhere in the 
Territory or in the neutral strip of public land west of that Territory and 
north of the Pan Handle of Texas, more suitable for the purpose and more agreeable.. 
to the Indians. 
If they are to be kept in close confinement, wh~e they can have little or no oppor-
tunities of doing mischief, I think Fort Marion o~rs the best advantages. It is not 
ted for training the Indian$ iu the industries, but there they can be kept and dis-
until it shall be safe and proper to place them upon a reservation wher~ they 
allowed more liberties. 
existing law is against the removal of these Indians to any part of the Indian, 
'tory. 
The strip of public laud referred to above is not a suitable place for them, at this 
e at least, as there is no organization for an agency there, no houses for stores or 
for employes, and there are no funds that can be used by this Department for 
blishment and equipment of such au agency as would be necessary for the 
management of those Indians on that stri of ''public laud." 
would also require tbe presence of quite a large force of troops properly stationed 
tlmt locality to keep the Indians from lt•aving and going back to th mountains of 
ew Mexico an<l Arizona. 
It seems to me that their removal to Fort Marion as prisoners of war is at the pres-
ent time the most pra.eticablo solution of the matter if they arc to be removed from 
their present locality. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
L. Q. C. LAMAR,. 




Washington, August 11, 1886. 
-Col\niANDING GENERAl, DIVISION oF THE Mrssoum, 
Chicago, Ill.: 
Please ascertain where yon can reach ·captain Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, who is-
charge of Apache Indians returning to Arizona, and direct him, by order of the 
rotary of ·war, to take Indians to Fort Leavonwort.h, Kans., and remain there 
them until further orders. Acknowledge receipt, 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-Geneml. 
(Telegraph same to Maj. Chas. \V. J<'oster, in charge of the quartermaster's 
Turner building, No. 304 N. Eighth street, St. Louis, :Mo. Same to station 
at Kansas City, Mo. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. G. : 
[Telegram.] 
ST. Lours, Mo., August 11, 1886. 
Your telegram regarding Captain Dorst and Indians just received. Have tele-
graphed Secretary's order to Captain Dorst, and ex1)ect it to reach him at Topeka 




ST. LoUis, Mo., August 11, 1886. 
Capt. DoRsT, U. S. ARMY, 
In Charge Apache Indians, on No. 1 west-bound Express, Topeka, Kans. : 
The Secretary of War directs me to telegraph you to take the Indians now under 
your charge toO Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and remain there with them until further 
orders. Please acknowledge receipt. 
C. W. FOSTER, 
Quartermaster, U. S. A., Depot Quartermaster. 
[Telegram. j 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL u. s. ARMY, 
Wasltington, D. C.: 
CHICAGO, ILL., August 11, 1886. 
Your dispatch relating to Captain Dorst and Apache Indians received. Please in-
form me from what point and at what time Captain Dorst starts with the Indians and 
the route by which be is expected to travel. 
[Telegram.] 
COM~ANDING GENERAL DIVISION MISSOURI. 
ALFRED H. TEimY, 
Major- Gene1·al, Commanding. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'I:l OFFICE, 
Washington, Augu11t 11, 1886. 
Chicago, Ill. : 
Dispatch received. I have probably reached Captain Dorst through Major 
quartermaster, St. Louis, who telegraphs that instructions will reach Dorst at 
p. m. to-day at Topeka, Kans. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjutant-Gene1·al. 
[Telegram.] 
KANSAS CITY, Mo , .August 11, 1886. 
DRUM, 
:-4•~J'"Mflt-General, Washington, D. C. : 
left here this morning; have wired W. F. White, of Santa Fe road, to have 
returned here. Will advise you later. 
DEPOT MASTER. 
DEPOT QUARTERMASTER'S OFFICE, 
St. Louis, Mo., August 12, 1886 . 
.ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
The following is a copy of a telegram sent you yesterday afternoon: 
~1-f~An,t.a.iin Dorst acknowledges from Emporia, Kans., the receipt of instructions to 
with Indians to Fort Leavenworth. Will change back at Newton, Kans., at 
to-night." 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
C. W. FOSTER, 
Quartermaster, U. 8. Arn&y, Depot Quartermaster. 
l Telegram.] 
GENERAL, Washington, D. C.: 
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX., 
.August 13, 1886. 
that Captain Dorst be directed to leave those Indians temporarily undt>r 
an officer at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and report to me in person at Albu-
; on completion of this duty to return to Fort Leavenworth. 
rTelegram.] 
iPIJ~AliDJNG GENERAL, DIVISION MISSOURI, 




Washington, .August 14, 1886. 
request of General Miles, the Acting Secretary of War directs that you give 
~.JitBCe·ss~•ry orders for Capt. J. H. Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, now at Fort Leavenworth, 
charge of Apache Indians, to report to General Miles in person at Albn-
. Mex., and on completion of that duty to return to Fort Leavenworth. 
s absence the lndiaus will be left ia charge of an officer at that post. 
[Telegram.] 
0. D. GREENE, 
Acting .Adjutant-General. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Wa~kington, .August 14, 1886. 
~liiA.NIIING-~.:tENERA.L, DEPARTMENT ARIZONA, 
.Albuquerque, N. Jl~.: 
n Dorst has been instructed to report to yon in person at Albuquerque, as r&· 
in your dispatch of yesterday. 
0. D. GREENE, 
Actit&g .Adjutant-General. 
[Special Orders No. 88.[ 
HEADQUARTI<:RS DEPARTMENT OF THI<~ MISSOURI, 
Fort Leaventvorth., Kans., .August 14, 1886. 
Pursuant to directions from the Acting Secretary of War, Capt. J. H. Dorst, l''on 
Cavalry, now at Fort Ltavenworth, Kans., in charge of a party of Apache I 
will report in person to Brig. Gen. Nelson A. Miles, U. S. Army, at Alburquerqnt', 
Mex., and npon cempletion of the duty connected therewith he will return to this 
point. 
During t.he absence of Captain Dorst, l!.,irst Lieut. J. 0. Mackay, Third Cavalry, 
will assume charge of t.he Indians, and Captain Dorst will turn over to this 
snJh instruct_ions as he may have concerning them. 
The t.ravel enjoined is necessary for the public service. 
By order of Brigadier-General Potter: 
[Telegram.] 
Captain DORST, 
Fourth Cavalry, Fort Leavenworth. Kans.: 
R. G. HILL, 
.A ide-de- Camp. 
WAR DEPARTl\IENT, 
Washington City, .August 14, 1886. 
Please communicate for the information of the President the frame of mind of 
Indians under your charge, espe<!ially as to their reception here, and whether it is 
a nature that would add to existing complications should they return to their 
agency. 
[Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
.Acting Secretary of War. 
FORT LEA.VENWORTH, KA.NS., .August 14, 1886. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, u. s. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
After leaving Carlisle the Indians appeared convinced they were to remain undis-
turbed at Fort Apache. Chatto bad not .received written assurance be requested, but 
the present of a. medal from Secretary Interior, the possession of an unimportant cer-
tificate from Captain Bourke and Secretary of War, and the fact he bad not been told 
he would have to move se~med to satisfy him. The detention here causes much un-
easiness because only surmises can be offered in explanation. I have tried to quiet 
their tears, but Cbatto bas just told me they believe their families will be moved 
here to meet them. Interpreter Bowman says that if some reasonable explanation is 
given and they are allowed to proceed home at once, no trouble due to present cir-
cumstances need be a.pprehended. His opinion is entitled to consideration, but since 
their suspicion is aroused, I hesitate to say they can be so completely rf\moved that 
the recollection of them will cause no lurking uneasiness. Whether they return or 
stay here, I would like to have something to tell them coming from high authority. 
DORST, Caj)tain. 
rTelegram.] 
Capt. JosEPH H. DonsT, 
(Care commanding general,) 
Fort Leavenworth : 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
A JUTANT·GENERAL's OFFICE, 
Washington, .A~tgust 16, 1886. 
Your telegram received and confirmed apprehensions It ere. The removal of the In-
dians from Fort Apache is now so probable that you must arran~e to get along with 
those with yon until removal is effected. In the mean timesomethmgis expectecl frorn 
your interview with General Miles at Albuquerque. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Adjtt tan t-General. 
APACHE INDIANS. 17 
[Telegram.) 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, u. s. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. : 
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX., 
August 20, 1886 
Captain Dorst reports that the Indians that are now at Fort Leavenworth received 
some kind of certificate in Washington that appeared to give them great assurance, 
and that when he parted with them their conduct was defiant and insolent. Should thfly 
return with the feeling that they were entirely independent of the military authori-
ties as well as the ciTil Government, their control would be most difficult and their 
presence more dangerous to the peace of this country. I have directed him to inform 
them on his return that they can be either treaty Indians or that they must be re-
garded as prisoners of war and must abide by what disposition the Government deems 
!Jest for the welfare of all concerned. I have given him a memorandum to propose to 
them as the just and liberal terms of the Government, practically as stated in my let-
ter of July 7, viz: to move to such place as the Government deems best and await 
1mch time as reservation or a place of residence shall be provided for them outside of 
Territ&ries of Arizona and New Mexico. Should they accept it, a part can remain at 
Leavenworth and a part return to accompany the balance of the tribe. Colonel Wade, 
commanding Fort Apache, who is now here, informs me t.hat he can move those at 
Apache without difficulty, and arrangements have already been considered. The dis-
comfiture of the hostiles renders the time favorable, and, as the measure is of vital im· 
portance, I pray that it may receive the approval of the Government. 
MILES, 
Cornrnanding Department Arizona. 
[Indorsement on foregoing.j 
HEADQUARTERS OF THF. ARMY, 
Washington, August 21, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to the Acting Secretary of War, with copy for the informa-
tion of the Department of the Interior. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
The above dispatch from General Miles was telegraphe(l by the Acting Secretary of 
Warto the Secretary of War, Salem, Mass., August ~1, 1886, and to the President, 
Saranac Inn, Bloomingdale, Essex County, N.Y., August 2l, 1886. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, August 24, 1886. 
SIR: Having transmitted by telegraph to the President and the Secretary of War 
General Miles's telegram of the 20th instant, ~he inclosed are their replies. As it 1~ 
of importance that General Miles should have the President's views at the earlit~,st 
practicable moment, I beg to req nest your opinion as to the President's views as soon 
a1:1 you can conveniently furnish it. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SRCRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
1 Extract of a letter from the Secretary of War to the Adj utant-Genera.l and Acting Secretary of War.] 
Now, as to the telegram you have sent the substance of, from Miles. I understand 
him to say that there is no tronble now at Fort Apache, and arrangements have already 
been considered-that is, he can capture them all and send them away from the Ter-
ritories of Arizona and New Mexico, and those on their way from here, now at Leav-
enworth, can, a portion, remain at Leavenworth, an<l the balance be taken away 
with the others; but he does not say where he proposes to take them, though he 
must have been inforraed by Captain Dorst what the views of the President were in 
that regard, viz, that the place of confinement should be Fort Marion, Fla. The 
only hesitation the President had in regard to this course arose from Ius desire to be 
assured by General Miles that all of this dangerous band could be serured and !'lllC-
ces~:~fully conveyctl awn.y; for if a few should escape and take to the war-path there-
sults wonlll he altogether too sorions. H, therefore, General Miles (lan n.ccomplish 
S. Ex. s:~--2 
this, and take -them to Fort Marion from Arizona, the course approved by tho 
dent can be carried out so far as that part of the band at Port Apache is co11Ce1rnt~ 
As to Chatto and those wit.h him, it was thought proper that he s 
back to Arizona, to be sent to Marion with the others, and Dot taken di 
As before stated to General Miles, there is no other place available, the Ind 
.ritory being out of the question for many reasons. They are to be treated as 
ers of war, and no hopes can be held out to them in regard to the Indian Terri 
General Sheridan antl Mr. Lamar, or both, I presume are in Washington. 
you would show them the above, so far as the Apaches are concerned, and 
some Rn~gestion of disapproval is made by them I think a final order to 
.the ori,Kmal intention should issue-to take the whole band of Chiricahuas at 
Apache, and Chatto's people on their return, aD<l convey them to Fort Marion to 
tliose alread,y there. 
[Indorsement on foregoing.j 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
I concur with the view& of the Secretary of War. 
.August 24, 1886. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commandin!l. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, August 24, 1886. 
iiR·: Seein" that Fort Marion appeared to be agreed upon as the place atwhichto 
hold the Apaches on their capture or surrender as prisoners of war, and having no 
(lata here from which to judge of its capacity, tltc., I sent the following telegram to 
the commanding officer at St. Augustine, Fla.: 
"What number of Illdians-men, women, and child1·en-can, in addition to the 
number now at St. Augustine, be accommodated there T Should it be determmed 
to increase the number by some four or five hundred, what preparation would be 
necessary and what probable expenditure required f" 
In reply I received the following: 
" Can accommodate seventy-five men, women, and children in addition to those now 
here. Fort Marion is a small place; all must live in tents. Have tentage by taking 
battery tents. Need no particular preparation, but will have to expend 8200 for ad~ 
ditional tent floor, privies, and lavatories. Would recommend no more Indians bo 
sent here. More details by mail." 
Very respectfully, 
The LIEUTENANT-GENERAl. OJ!' THE ARMY. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washingto11, August 25, 188t3. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your Department letter of 
~4th instant, inclosing copy of a tele~ram of 20th August, 1886, addressed to the 
Adjutant-General, U. S. Army, Washmgton, b~ General Miles, concerning report 
made to him by Captain Dorst of the feeling manifested by the Apache prisoners 
,now at Fort Lea~enworth,· and urging that the disposal of the Chiricahuas, now in-
the hands of the Government as heretofore determined may be adhered to; also in-
closing copy of a dispatch from the Presi~1ent and extract of a letter from the hon-
orable Secretary of War relative to the disposal of these Indians and the others of 
the Cbiricahnas who may hereafter surrender or be ca.ptnred by the military. 
I concur in the views expressed by the Secretary of War and the President.. I'he 
imperative neceSRit.y for taking some measure to remove those Indians ft·om their 
prel'ent locality seems to be agree<l upon by Genera~ Sheridan and General Mi 
'fheir removal to Fort Marion, with the lights before me, is the only present 
cable (\ittposition to be made of them. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
L. Q. c. LAMAR, 
Secretary. 
ANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C. : 
rTelegram.] 
PRESIDIO OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., 
August 25, 1886. 
The Associated Press dispatches declare that the President bas determined upon 
removal of San Carlos Indians to Florida or elsewhere. Have instructions been 
to General Miles to take proper precautions against the possible flight of all 
Indians to join the hostiles as soon as the news of the said removal shall reach 
f No word of such decision has passed through me. 
0. 0. HOWARD, 
Major-General, Commm1ding Division. 
l Indt•rsements on foregoing.) 
Respectfully submitted to the Lieutenant-General commanding. 
· J. C. KELTON, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
ADJUTAN:T-GENERAL's 0I<'FICE, August 26, 1886. 
The Adjuta.nt-General will inform General Howard that the Acting Secretary of 
ar has directly elommunicated with General Miles on this matter, and the Lieuteo· 
~;&rtt-lielller:tl has no directions to give. 
By command of Lieutenant-General Sheridan: 
M. V. SHERIDAN, 
AsBistan t Adjutant-General. 




Washington, August '%1, 1886. 
Division Pacific, Presidio of San Francisco, Cal. : 
Dispatches of 25th received. The orders of the President on the question of removal 
the San Carlos Indians are as follows: • 
'I do not think the Apache Indians should he treated otherwise than as prisoners 
. As it is quite certain they will not agree with the Government as to their 
~·' :~'""~u.uJu, which 1 am satisfied should be Fort Marion, aud since we are informed that 
their removal can now he successfully accomplished, I think it should be done at 
once, and that the state of feeling reported as existing among them at Fort Leaven-
worth justifies us in preventing the return of any of them to the reservation." 
. J. C. KELTON, 
Acting Alij1ttant-Gtmeral. 
[Telegram.] 
~KADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. C., August 25, 1886. 
The Secretary of the Interior has shown me your telegram to Lama).", jr., of August 
25. The Presiflent will not entertain tbe propo11ition of moving th~se Indians at this 
time to any reservation west of the Missouri River. The President, the Secretary of 
War, the Secretary of the Interior, and myself all agree that as a preliminary step 
they must go to Fort Mation, Fla. 
General NKLSON A. MILES, 
Wilcox, ..4ri:. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutettant-Gener.al. 
ADJUTAN'l'-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C.: 
[Telegram.) 
Satisfactory arrangements have been made "\Vitb those Indians at Leav~em!VoJth··: 
with the distinct understanding that a part remain there until the an·angetne11t 
carrried out, and I request that Captain Dorst be ordered to send two to 
Ariz., and t.ake four, with two interpreters, to Holbrook, Ariz., without 
Please answer at Wilcox. 
(The above information was telegraphed by the Acting Secretary of War to the Sec· 
retary of War, Glen House, White Mountains, N.H., August 26, 1886.) 
General R. C. DRUM, 
Washington, D. C.: 
[Telegram.) 
GLEN HousE, N. H., 
August 26, 1886. 
Telegram received. Let order iSBue to Dorst as requested by General Miles. I pre• 
some it is to be part of the arrangement having in view the remov-al to Fort Marion. 
Your sug~estion that the Quartermaster-General take immediate action in providing 
quart~.rs 1s approved . 
• * ff 
Lieutenant-General P. H~ SHERIDAN, 
• 
W. C. ENDICOTT, 
Secretary of Wa.r. 
WILCOX, ARiz., August 26, 1886. 
Commanding the Army, Wa.hington, D. C.: 
Your telegram received. Please see my telegram to Adjutant-General, August 6th, 
regarding Indians being sent back to Apache without anything being accomplished; 
also my tele~ram, August 20th, regarding independent ood insolent manner of Indians. 
Telegraph hue to Apache bas been down three days, and ~:~bould the reports published 
all over the country about Fort Marion, or any assurances from Mexico of protection 
and privilege to raid Ameriean settlements, reach Indians at Apache before my order 
for their removal does, they are all liable to be on the war-path. Yesterday I requested 
that Captain Dorst be ordered to take four Indians and interpreters from Leaven-





WAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-~ERAL'S 0FFCE, 
Washington, August 26, 1886. 
Dimrion of the Missourij Chicago, Ill. : • 
The Acting Secretary or War directs you to instruct Captain Dorst, Fourth Cav-
alry, in charge of Apaches at Fort Leavenworth, to send two of the Indians in his 
charge to Wilcox, Ariz., and to take four of the Indians, with two interpreters, te 
Holbrook, Aliz., without delay. · 
J. C. KELTON, 
Aoting Adjutant-General. 
I Telegram.] 
N. A. MILES, 
ADJUTANT·GI<~N£RAL'S OFFICE, 
Washington, August 26. 1886. 
Commanding Department Arizona, Wilcox, Ariz.: 
Acting Secretary of War has approved your telegraphic request of yesterda_y, and 
given through Division Missouri for Dorst to send two of his Indians to Wilcox, 
take four of them, with two interpreterA, to Holbrook, Ariz. 
General R. C. DRUM, 
J. C. :I{]a.TON, 
Acting Adjutant-General. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 26, 1886. 
Adjutant-General, U. S. A., Washington, D. C.: 
DEAR SIR: I have just read the dispatch of General Miles, commanding, dated An-
25, at Huachuca, stating that satisfactory arrangements have been made with 
Indians at Fo.rt Leavenworth, with distinct understanding that a part remain 
until arrangement is carried out, and requesting that Captain Dorst be ordered 
send two to Wilcox, Ariz., and take four with two interpreters to Holbrook, Ariz., 
without delay; and wants an answer at Wilcox. 
I think it is the wish of the President that the Indians who came to Washington 
ld, none of them, return to-Arizona within reach of communication with those 
l<~ort Apache until transfer to Fort Marion has been consummated. 
Very truly yours, 
General N. A. MILEs, 
Wilcox, .Ariz. : 
[Telegram.] 
L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
&cretm·y. 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OJ!' THli: UNI'l'lm STATES, 
Washington, D. C., .August 27, 1886. 
Your confidential telegram of 26th received. Your telegrams have all been for-
to the Secretary of War, and replies have been sent to yon direct. 
matter seems to have been taken out of my bauds, I have no further instrnc-
to give relating to the disposition of the Chiricahua and Warm Spricgs Indians. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Comrnanding. 
[Telegram.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chica9o, Ill.,· AuguBt 27, 1886 • 
.ADJUTANT-GENERAL, u.s. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C.: 
l'elegram relative to Captain Dorst and Apache Indians received and necessary 
given. 
(Special Orders, No. 96.] 
ALI<'RED H. TERRY, 
Major-General, C011l·manding. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., .August 27, 1886. 
In compliance with instructions of the Acting Secretary of War, Capt. J. H. Dorst, 
Fourth Cavalry, in charge of the Apache Indians at Fort Leavenworth, Kamf., will 
without delay send two of the Indians in his charge to Wilcox, Ariz., and take four 
of the Indians, with two interpreters, to Holbrook, Ariz. 
The remaining Indians willl;>e turned over to the commanding officer at Fort Leav-
tmworth, Kans. 
The Quartermaster's Department will furnish the necessary transportation. 
1'he travel enjoined is necessary for the public service. 
By order of Brigadier-General Potter. R. G. HILL, 
.&id·d,..CamJ1 
Hou. WM. C. ENDICOTr, 
SecretarJI of War, 
[Telegram.) 
wAR DEPAltTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., A11gust Zl, 1 
. Glen House, White Mountains, New Hampsllire: 
Secretary Lamar, Interior Department, referring t.o General Miles' dispatch of 
gnHt 25, stating satisfactory arrangements have been made with Indians at 
Leavenworth, with distinct understanding that part remain there and others 
Arizona, says that be thinks it is the wish of the President that the Indians who 
to Washington, should, none of them, return to Arizona within reach of COIIDUlUJJtie.t~ 
tion with those at Fort Apache until transfer to }'ort Marion has been coJnsttmma.tecl~ 
General R. C. DRUM, 
Washington, D. C.: 
[Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
GLEN HousE, N. 
Mr. Lamar is quite right. It w~s thought proper that the Indians now at Leaven-
worth should ret.urn to Arizona instead of being sent direct to Fort Marion, but 
were not to arrive until those at Fort Apache had been secured, and then all 
go to }'lorida. It is very important that the two bands should not meet until evely-
thing is arranged for their removal by General Miles. 
W. C. ENDICOTT, 
Secretat·y of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washir.gton City, August 28, 1886. 
GENERAL: I communicated by telegraph to the Secretary ofWarthefollowinglet-
ter from Mr. Lamar, Secretary of the Interior, and have this morning received the 
following reply, which is respectfully furnished for your information and such action 
as may seem to yon necessary: 
"DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
" Washington, August 26, 1886. 
"General R. C. Drum, 
':Adjutant-General, U.S. Army, WashingtOfl, D. C.: 
"DEAn Sm: I have just read the dispatch of General Miles, commanding, dated 
August 25, at Huachuca, stating that satisfact.ory arrangements have been made with 
the Indian:.: at Fort Leavenworth, with a distinct understanding that a part remain 
there until arrangements are carried out, and request-ing that Captain Dorst be or-
dered to send two to Wilcox, Ariz., and take four with two interpreters to Holbrook, 
Ariz., without delay, and wants answer at Wilcox. 
" I think it is the wish of the President that the Indians who came to Washington, 
should, none of them, return to Arizona within reach of communication with those at 
},ort Apache until transfer to Fort Marion has been consummated. 
" Very truly, yours, 
"General R. C. DRuM, 
"Washingto,n, D. C.: 
[Telegram.j 
"L. Q. C. LAMAR, 
"Secretary." 
"GLEN HOUSE, N. H.; "August 27, 1886. 
"Mr. Lamar is quite ri~ht. It was thought proper that the Indians now nt Leaven· 
worth should return to Arizona instead of being sent dh·ect to Fort Marion ; but theJ 
APACHE lNDIANS. 
not to arrive until those at Fort Apache bad been secured, and then 1ulsbould 
to },lorida. It is very important that the two bands should not meet until every-
ng is arranged for their removal by General Miles. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY. 
"W. C. ENDICOTT, 
"Secretary of War." 
. R. C. DRPM, 
.Actittg Secretary of War. 
[Indorsement on foregoing.] 
HEADQUARTERS ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Waxhington, D. C., .August 28, 1886. 
After a consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, I am of opinion that the 
authority sending the Indians from Leavenworth to Wilcox and Holbrook, Ariz., 
be immediately withdrawn, and these Indians returned to Le:wen worth, it' 
have already started. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Wa.s-1tington ruy, .August 28, 18H6. 
GENERAL: Ret!rring to your communication of this elate indorsed on the copy of 
~ecllfrEISpioncierwe relative to the return of the Apache Indians to Arizona, in which yon 
opinion that the authority sending the Indians from Leavenworth to Wit-
Holbrook, Ariz., should be immediately withdrawn, and these Indians re-
to Leavenworth if they have already started, I have thfl honor to inform you 
deference to that opinion, I have telegrapbed the commanding general of the 
;::v.,pa,rtD(}eitt ofthe MiS&ouri at Fort Leavenworth that iftlw Indiansinqnest.ionbave 
the post to retain them there until further orde1·~, and that if tlwy have al-
started they be recalled to Fort Leavenworth. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
The LIEUTENANT-GENERAL OF THE ARMY. 
LTelegram.l 
Hon. W. C. ENDICOTT, 
R. C. DHUJ\11 
Actit1g SecJ•etary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., August 28, 1886. 
Secretat·y of Wm·, Glen Mountain House. White Mountains, N. H. : 
The Lieutenant-General, after consultation with the Secretary of the Interior, bas 
as his opinion that the instructions ttntl10rizing the sending of the Indians at 
worth to Wilcox and Holbrook, Ariz., be withdrawn. I have therefore t('le-
~--Kn'l'"~:u the commanding geuern.l there that if the Indians have not left to retain 
there until further instructions are sent him, aml that if thes bavo left to re-
them to Fort Leavenworth. 
, 
COMMANDING GENERAL, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: 
[Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Seeretary of War. 
W .AR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, .August 28, 1886. 
If the Apache Indians have not yet left for Arizona delay their movement until 
receipt of further instructions. If they have left order their return to Fort ..... eaven-
wotth. 
R. C. DRU.l\11 
.Acting Secretary of Jr 41". 
[Telegram.l 
HEADQUAUTERS DEPARTMENT 01<' THE MISSOURI, 
A C'l'ING 8ECRE1'.illY OF WAR, 
Fm·t Leaveuworth, Kans., August 28, 1886 
· Washington, D. C. : 
Telegram receive«. Captain Dorst and Indians stop at. Emporia, Kans. They w 
return here in absence of further instructions. 
In absence ot' General Potter, 
R. G. IIILL, 
A. JJ. c. 
[Telegram.) 
FoRT LEAVENWOHTll, KANS., August 28, 1886. 
ACTING SECRETARY OF WAR, 
Washington, D. C. : 
Two telegrams about Indians received together, the one directing their return re-
ceived at Kansas City first. Telegram direct to Emporia, Kans., will reach Captain 
Dorst before 3.30 p.m. He is en route with I udianA; ba ve onh•red to stop there for 
furt.her or(lers by telegraph. 
In absence of General Potter, 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C.: 
[Telegram.] 
. G. HILL, 
.Aid-de-Camp. 
WILCOX, Amz., .August 29, 1886. 
I understand that Captain Dorst was turne1l hack from Emporia, Kans., yesterday. 
As I gave my word that the Apaches would meet somo of their friends at. Albuquerque 
or Holbrook, I ask that Captain Dorst be directed to Hta.rt at once with fom· ot· six 
Indians and await orders at Albuquerque. 
[Indorsement on foregoing.) 
MILl~S, 
Command·ing. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Secretary of War disapproved. 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
Wasltington, August 30, 1886. 
(Telegram.] 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lienfenant-General, Commanding. 
Genet·al NELSON A. MILEs, 
WAR DEPARTMKNT1 1Vttshington, Augwst 29, 1886. 
Commanding Department Arizona, Prescott, Ariz.: 
The Lieutenant-General having expressed the opinion that none of the Apache In-
dians at Fort Leavenworth should be permitted to go to Arizona, the orders to send 
some to Wilcox and others to Holbrook, Ariz., have been suspended, and the Indians 
will remain at Leavenworth until further orders. 
.ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Wasltington, D. C.: 
[Tele~ram.] 
R., C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
PRESIDIO 01!' SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., .August 30, 1886 . 
General Miles telegraphs under date of 20th instant, that Lieutenant-Colonel 
Wade has the camp of the Chiricahuas and Warm Springsludians under control, and 
men all nuder guard ; that he will move the main camp to Holbrook, thence east 
; that dispatches from Lawton are that his command is in close proximity to 
camp. 
0. 0. HOWARD, 
Major-General, Com·manding. 
[Indorsement on foregoing.J 
HEADQUARTERS OF THE ARMY, 
WMltington, August 31, 1886. 
Respectfully submitted to the Acting Secretary of War, with copy for the informa· 
of the Department of the Interior. 
(Telegram.J 
Hon. W. C. ENDICOTT: 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commanding. 
WAR DEP..t\RTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., August 30, 1886. 
Secretary of War, Glen House, White Mountains, New Hampshire: 
A dispatch from Ger.eral Miles, dated yesterday, from Wilcox, Ariz., says : 
"I understand that Captain Dorst bas turned back from Emporia, Kans. As I 
word that the Apaches would meet some of their friends at Allmq uerque or 
;.HIDlbro(]lk, I ask that Captain Dorst be directed to start at once with four ( 4) or six (6) 
and await orders at Albuquerque." 
The Lieutenant-General does not approve of this request. 
I ha\'C sent the above dispatch to the President, whose address is Saranac Inn, 
'c.Hloo~:oingdaie, Essex County, N. Y. 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
(The above information was telegraphed the President at above address, August 
.30, by the Acting Secretary of War.) 
[Telegram.] 
PRESIDENT, 
W A.R DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, .August 31, 1886. 
Saranao Inn, Bloomingdale, N. Y.: 
The following telegram is just received from General Howard, commanding Division 
the Pacific : 
'General Miles telegraphs, under date of twenty-ninth (29th) instant, that Colonel 
has the camp of the Chiricahuas and Warm Springs Indians under control and 
all under guard; that he will move the main camp to Holbrook; thence east 
; that dispatches from Captain Lawton are that his command is in close prox-
to hostile camp." 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of Wa1·. 
(The above information was telegraphed to the Ron. Wm. C. Endicott, Secret11ory of 
War, on .A.ngust 31, 1886; at Glen House, White Mountains, New Hampshire.) 
[Telegram.] 
GLEN HousE, N. H., August !U, 1886. 
~)J"CIU<l'J.G& R. c. DRUM, 
Washington, D. 0.: 
Yoursofto·<lay received. !hope it means that tho Chiri~abuas are to go to Florida. 
did not reply to yours of yesterday in \Vhich GenerA.l Miles still objected to taking 
them to Florida,* because you properly sent the same to the President. 
I knew would be taken adhering to the original plan, without doubt. 
General N. A. MILES, 
[Telegram.] 
W. C. ENDICOTT, 
Secretary of War. 
wAR DEPARTMENT, ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE, 
Wasltington, September 1, 1886. 
Con~manding Department .A.t'izona, Wilco::c, Ariz.: 
Your request to have a certain number of Indians from J<'ort Leavenworth 
you at Albuquerque or Holbrook was disapproved by the Lieutenant-General au 
warded to the President; but the latter is now beyond the communication of 
Department, and will not probably be heard from respecting yonr request. 
R. C. DRUM, A. G. 
[Telegram.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE PACIFIC, 
Presidio of San .Francisco, Cal., September 6, 1886. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Washington, D. C.: 
},ollowing telegram just received from Captain Thompson, 
ment of Arizona, dated }'ort Bowie, September 5: 
"General Miles left here three days ago to meet hostiles. Nothing has been re-
ceived officialJy up this hour. Heard unofficially all was progressing favorably. My 
instructions are to keep you thoroughly informed, which I will do, and will telegt·aph 
at once when anything definite is received." 
COMMANDING GENERAL, 
['l'elegram.] 
0. 0. HOWARD, 
Major-General, Commanding. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., Septernber 10, 1886. 
Department.of tlte Missouri, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: 
Did General Miles make any arrangements for Indians at Fort Leavenworth to be 
sent to },lorida f 
General R. C. DRUM, 
(Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
.Acting Secrelat·y of War. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenwo1·th, Kans., September 10, 1&:!6. 
.Acting Secretary of War, Washington, D. C.: . 




•See dispatch of General Miles to Acting Secretarv of War, dated 
Augut 28, 1886, on page 11, Part I. 
Hon. WILLIAM C. ENIHCOTT, 
[Telegram.l 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Waskington, D. V., September 10. 1886. 
Secretary of Wa1·, Salem Mass.: 
I have not been able to a.scertaiu whether General Miles made arrangement for the 
p:tche Indians under Captain Dorst., and who recently visited Washington, to be 
lltlllt to Florida. Had I not. better have them sent to Florida at once f • 
[Telegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., September 12, 1886. 
COMMANDING GENERAL, DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chico.go, Ill : 
Yon wm cause the Apache Indians now at Fort Leavenworth to be sent under 
charge of Captain Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, by the most direct and expeditious route 
to St. Augustine, Fla., and upon arrival to be turned over to the commanding officer 
at that post for confinement with other Indian prisoners now there. 
The journey of Uapta.in Dorst above enjoined is necessary for the public service, 
and upon completion of the same he will be directed to report to headquarters De-
¥J)<a.rt.melnt Atizona for further instructions. 
Acknowledge receipt and report action. 
LTelegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., September 12, 1886. 
DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC, 
Gove1·nor's Island, New York: 
I bave to-day instructed General Terry to send to St. Augustine, Fla., under 
charge of Captain Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, the Apache Indians now held at Fort 
Leavenworth, and upon arrival to be turned over to the commanding officer for con-
finement with other Indian prisoners now there. Please instruct Colonel Langdon ac-
cordingly. 
Acknowledge receipt and report action. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Waskington, D. C.: 
fTelegram.] 
R. C. DRUM, 
Acting Secretary of War. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC, 
Governor's Island, New Yo1·k City, Septembtr 12, 1886. 
Dispatch of Acting Secretary of War of this date, concerning Apache Indians now 
held at Fort Leavenworth, received all{l attended to. 
WHIPPLE, 
Acting Adjutant-General. 
(In absence of division commander.) 
* The reply of Secretary of War, W. C. Endicott, to this telegram will be found on 
14 of this document. 
General R. C. DRUM, 
[TelE~gram.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIV!t:;ION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, Ill., September 1~, 1886. 
Acting Secretary of War, Washington, D C.: 
Telegram of yesterday, corr•eying im;trnctiou.- rega.rcling Apache ludiantl, now M 
}'ort Leavenworth, received, ancl necessary orders telegraphed the con:manding gen. 
eral Department Missouri. 
f Telegram.] 
ALFUED H. TERRY, 
Major-General, Commanding. 
PRESIDIO OF SAN PRANCISCO, CAL., September 14, 1886 . 
.ADJUTANT-GENE HAL, 
Washington, D. C.: 
General Miles reports that Lieutenant-Colonel Wade, with ten car-loadsof Apacho 
Indians, with guards, pas~ed Alhuquerque at 2.30 this motning. 
0. 0. HOWARD, 
Major- General, Contmanding. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL'S OFFICE. 
Submitted to the Lieutenant-General, September 15, 1A86, and by him submitted 
to the Secretary of War, September 15, 181;6. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
.ADJUTANT·GENERAL, u.s. ARMY, 
Wa.shington, D. C.: 
Chicago, Ill., September 15, 1886 . 
General Potter telegraphs that Captain Dorst, with Apache Indians, left for St. 
Augustine last evening. 
[Telegram.] 
ALFRED H. 'fERRY, 
Major-General Cornntamding 
GoVERNOR's IsLAND, NEw YoRK, Septentber 20, 1886. 
ADJUTANT-GENERAL, ARMY, 
Washington., D. C.: 
Colonel Langdon has reported arrival of Captain Dorst, Fourth Cavalry, with six· 
teen Indians, including three interpreters. He says he will need services of interpret· 
ers for at least two months, and asks if all three can be retained. Their names are 
Micky Free, Bowman, and Conception. I ask instructions . 
.J. M. SCHOFIELD, 
Major · General. 
Senate Ex. Doc. No. 35, Fifty-first Congress, lrst seuion. 
Message front the President of the United States, transmitting ~ letter 
of tlte Secretary of War and reports touching the Apache lndtau at 
Governor's Island. 
JANUARY 20, 18C'JO.-Read7 referred to the Committee ou Indian Affairs, and ordered to 
be printed. 
the Senate and House of Representatives : 
I transmit herewith a letter from the Secretary of War, relating to 
e condition and needs of the hand of Apache Indians now held at 
Mount Vernon Barracks and at Governor's Island. The reports of Gen-
eral Orook and Lieutenant Howard, which accompany the letter ot' t.he 
Secretary~ show that some of these Indians have rendered good service 
to the Government in the pnrsuit and capture of the murderous band 
at followed Natchez and Geronimo. It is a reproach that they should 
ot, in our treatment of them, ue distinguished from the cruel and 
bloody members of the tribe now confined with them. 
I earnestly recommend that provision be made by law for locating 
these Indians upon lands in the Indian Territory. 
BENJ. HARRISON. 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, 
lVaskington, January 20, 1890. 
To tl1e PRl1jSIDF.NT: 
WAR DEP .A.RTMENT, 
0FFI\JE OF THE SECRE'l'ARY, 
Washington, January 13, 1890. 
In lll.Y annual report I referred to the Apache Indians held as pris-
oners at l\1ount Vernon Barracks, Ala., and stated that after further 
investig-ation more definite suggestions would be submitted for sour 
coosider~tion. 
I have received, and tran ._ mit herewith, a report by General Crook, 
and a report by Lieut. Guy lloward with indorsements by Generals 
Howard and Schofield. I have also consulted with many officers who 
are conversant with Indian affairs or who have special knowledge in 
to this band ; and have had the views of the Commissioner of 
n A1l'airs, of the Indian Rights Association, the Indian Citizen-
Committee of Boston, and of many citizens interested in this ques . . 
There has certainly been no lack of '' a multitude of counselors." 
Some of these Indians have rendered good and loyal service to 
Government, and great as were the outrag~s committed by the 
they are now thoroughly subdued. . 
Two are confined at Governor's Island, 70 are at the Carlisle 
and 309 women and children and 79 men are at Mount Vernon; 
460. 'l,hirty of these men only are able-bodied, 25 more are able 
do more or less work, and the rest are old or crippled. 
Before they were moved from Arizona, both the men and 
were accustomed to work the land to quite an extent. In their nr•~Afl!nt/ 
location there is no opportunity for them to engage in agriculture 
other useful work. It is the duty of the Government to remove them 
to some other point where they can have permanent homes, and pursue 
some employment tending to their civilization and self-support. 
There have been two feasible plans submitted: 
1st. The purchase, if authorized by Congress, of a tract of land 
the mountainous region of western North Carolina, or in one of 
~djacent States. 
2d. Their removal to some point in the Indian Territory. 
However, section 3, chapter 87, of the Laws of 1879, providt.>s: 
"And the President of the United States is hereby directed to pro-
hibit the removal of any portion of said tribe of Indians [Indians of 
New Mexico and Arizona] to the Indian Territory, unless the same shall 
be hereafter authorized by act of Congress." 
Either plan would be fairly satisfactory. The latter is the more eco-
nomical, and I am inclined to believe would be the most beneficial to 
the Indians. It has the approval of General Crook. 
If Congress will grant the necessary authority, I recommend, there-
fore, that these Indians be transferred to Fort SiJl in the Indian Terri-
ory, with a view to their final settlement o~ the Kiowa, Comanche and 
Apache Reservation, provided satisfactory negotiations can be consum-
mated with these confederated tribes to that end. The military reser-
vation of Fort Sill comprises 36 square miles and is located within 
this Indian reservation. 
I have the honor to be, yours, respectfully, 
REDFIELD PROCTOR, 
Secretary of War. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jan'ltary 6, 1890. 
SIR: I lJave the honor to report that in compliance with your in-
structiom~, I proceeded on the 28th ultimo, in company with Senator 
Z. B. Vance, to visit certain lands in the State of North Oarolina, which 
have been reported to be suitable for a reservation for the Chiricahtta 
baud of Apache Indians. 
Incessant and heavy rains during the whole of our stay in North 
Carolina rendered it impracticable to go oYer all the lands in question, 
but enough was 8een of them and of the neighboring country to sati ty 
me that in climate and general characteristicd it is mor like the res-
ervation in Arizona from which the Ohiricabuas were taken than any 
other tract available in the eastern part of the country. It seems to 
be fairly well adapted to the needs of these Indians; they could do 
here a little general farming, raise grain, and keep a moderate amonut 
of stock. The country is rough, mountainous, and wooded, anti it wouM 
r~quire at least 60,000 acres of such land, or not less thau 500 acres to 
a family, to enable the Indians to ma~e a living on it. 
ving Senator Vance at Asheville, N. C., I proceeded to l\lount 
on Barracks, Alabama. Here I bad an interview with the captive 
bnas, notes of which are hereto appended. I invite attention 
them, and especially to the statements of Cbatto and Ka-e-te-na. 
From my own knowledge I know that most of the statements con-
in these notes are correct. I have reason to believe that some 
their own statements are not as strong as the facts would warrant. 
reference to the reports of the Secretary of War and of the Lieuten-
eral of the Army for the year 1886, will throw light on many 
wise obscure remarks in the notes. 
Ith regard to the present condition of these ndians, they appeared, 
a few exceptions1 to be healthy and strong-. There has, however, 
a great number of deaths among them. This mortality has been 
more than normal, and would seem due to home-sickness, change 
te, and the dreary· monotony of empty lives. They need some-
to do, something to occupy their heads and hands. 
is among tbem a general and earnest desire to possess farms of 
own, on which they can work out a future for themselves. From 
JJt:L·~vJLuu knowledge of them I cn n attest to their ability to become 
. y self-sustaining- in a H'l".Y short time, provided care be taken 
they are started aright. Tlleir past experience has been very far 
encouraging to them, and their recent history strikingly illustrates 
difficulties under which the Indian labors in attempting to liv·e the 
of the white man and to follow his ways. Among many similar · 
I beg leave to call attention to the case of Chatto. 
1883, be was brought from the Sierra Madres of Old Mexico, and 
placed with the rest of hiR tribe upon a reservation in Arizona. At 
be was wild and savage as any of his people, but having been in-
to settle upon a farm wltich was assigned to him, he set about 
y to learn the ways of the wliite man. In tlte outbreak of 1885, 
approached by Geronimo and othel's who wanted him to fly 
them back to their Mexican haunts. They threatened to shoot 
if be did not go, but he said he had promised not to go on the war-
and be would keep his word. Not only this, but he exerted his in-
to prevent otliers from going, and to snch purpose that of the 
dred and twenty men who bad Rnrrendered in 1883 only about 
three could be induced to Ieaye tlte res(•rvation for the war-path. 
the operation against the ltostiles, Ubatto and otliers of his band 
enlisted as sconts in the 8ervice.of the United States and reudered 
uable services in that capacity. It is not too much to say that the 
der ofNatehez, Cliihauhna, Geronimo, and tlieir bands could not 
been effected except for the assistance of Chatto and his Chirica-
scouts. . 
The final surrender of Geronimo and ltis small band to General Miles 
brought about only tltrough Uhiricahuas who had remained friendly 
the Government. 
When his services were no longer required Chatto receh·ed an honora-
discharge and returned to his farm. He planted wheat and barley, 
sheep and owned .. hors('S and mules. Before his crops had ripened 
summoned t \Va~liiugton. After an inten·iew with the Presi-
he left the capital expecting to return to his farm at Camp Apache. 
the way he waR stopped at Fort Leavenworth, Kans., and kept there 
two montlis. At the end of this time he was taken to St. Augustine, 
placed in c<,nfinement with the captive hostiles. whose surrender 
had been so largely instrumental in securing. ~ver since be has 
s. Ex. 9-2-t .. 
been continued in confinement on the same terms with them, and w 
the yet more guilty band of Geronimo, w hi ell ~n bseq uentls joined th 
His farm was taken from him. It is true his stock and crops 
sold at some sort of a figum and be money forwarded to him, but tlJ 
could not compensate him for the loss of his home, his country, and 
all the results of his efforts to create a future for himself. His three 
years of earnest endea\.,.or have been rewardt>d by three years of di · 
couraging and unmerited captiYity. Duriug my iuterYiew witlt him at 
Mount Vernon Barracks Ohatto took from his breast a. large medal 
that bad been presented to him by Pre8idcnt Olt>vcland, and holding it 
out, asked, "Why was I given that to wear iu the guard-hou~e 1 I 
thought tbat something good would come to mP- when they gave it to 
me, but I bave been in confinemPnt ever since I have had it." I sub-
mit that this Indian bas received lmt scant encouragement from the 
Go¥ernmentin his efforts to become a self-sustaining- citizen. 
And Chatto is not alone in this experience. By far the greater part 
of .the tribe remained true to the Go,·ernment in the outbreak of 1885, 
and the most valuable and trustwol'thy of the Indian scouts were taken 
from among them. For their allegiance all have been rewarded alike-
by captivity in a strange land. 
The most ordinary justice would seem to dema d a different course of 
procedure with men not only innocent of ofl'ense against the Govern-
ment, but to whom tbe Government is hugely indebted for services of 
the very greatest value, and which they alone could have rendered. 
They have a right to demand such of the Government, but they oe-
mand nothing. Discouraged and homeless they ask only an opportu-
nity to wbrk tor themselves, and I lwlieve that it is the dnty of the Gov 
ernment to give them such an opportunity. '11heil::.farms have been taken 
from them, and others should be given to them. I can not too strougly 
urge that immediate steps be taken to secure a reservation for them 
where they could be settled on farms of their own, to work for Haem-
selves, and to receh~e for themsPlYes the full l>enefit of their labors, for 
with red people as well as white self-interest is the mainspring of 
progress. With such an incentive there cau be little doubt of tlleir fu-
ture. 
It would not be wise, in ruy opinion, to send them back to their own 
country. Trouble might perhaps ensue if this WP-re uoue, and di<l they 
again take the war-path in that country it would be utterly impossible 
ever to get tllem to surrender again, and to exterminate tllem in war 
would cost thousands of lives to say nothing of the loss of proper~ 
which such a war would entail. But I am sa tis lied that tllere will be no 
more law-abiding community than these Indians, no matter in what 
part of the United States they may be placed. 
Taking into consideration what I believe to be the pressing necessity 
for early action in the case of these Chiricahuas1 I would recommend 
that if possible they be sent as soon as practicable to some point in the 
Indian Territory. I should prefer this country to that in North Caro-
lina,~~ the climate and local conditions there are more nearly like t.hat 
of tbe country to which tlley are accustomed, and, considering every-
thing, would be better suited to them. 
Before closing my report I wisb to refer to a matter which I believe 
to be important enough to deserve serious eonsideration. It would 
seem to be a mistake to send the children of thel:le Indians to the school 
at Carlisle, a place which) from whatever cause it may be, proves so 
fatal to them. Many of tlle children die there, aud tlwse who return to 
their people seem peculiarly liable to contract consumption, the diseasQ 
t has taken off so many of them since their removal to theEast. The 
~:P«•c;u~,;::~ are fond of their children and kinsfolk, and they live in terror 
their chiltlren be tn \:en from thEm and sent to a distant school. 
I am, sir, very re.spectfulJ,y, your ol>:~tlieut servant, 
GEORGI<~ CROOK, 
Major- General, U. S. Army. 
The SECRETARY OF W ·AR • 
.NOTES OF AN INTERVIEW BETWEEN MAJ. GEN. GEORGE CROOK, U. 8. ARMY, AND 
SHATTO, KA-E-TE-NA, NOCHE, AND OTHI!:R CHlRICAHUA APACHES . 
.MOUNT VERNON BARRACKS, ALA., Janum·y 2, 1890. 
Present: .Major-General Crook, U. S. Army, First Lieut. L. W. V. Kennon, Sixth 
Infantry, A. D. C.; .Maj. William I. Kellogg, Nineteenth Infantry; Second Lieut. 
Arthur B. Foster, Nineteenth Infantry; George Wrattan, interpreter. 
G('neral Crook asked what took place the night the party under Natchez and Ge-
mo broke away in .March, l!:j86. 
NATCHEZ replied: When we left there, so far as I was concerned I didn't know 
g; I didn't know how to work, I didn't know how to dig up roots, or break 
ground or break rock, and I thought I wouldn't like it. I waM afraid I wouldn't like 
to work. All of us thought that way. 
Gene1al CROOK. How did you come to leave that night f 
NATCHEZ. I was afraid I was going to be taken off somewhere I didn't like; to 
BOUie 11lace I didn't know. I thought all who were taken away would die. Since 
then I have foun<l out different. I have worked much since then. Nobody said any-
thing to me that. night; I worked it out in my own mind. 
General CROOK. Did11't the Indians talk about among themselves f 
NATCHEZ. \Ve talked to each other about it. We were drunk. 
General CnooK. Why did you get drunk 1 
NATCHEZ. Because there was a lot of whisky there and we wanted a drink, and 
took it. The other didn't want to go out. I don't know why the others didn't know 
it; I thought they all did. 
General CROOK. Why did you kill people after promising me you would not f 
NATCHEZ. Because we were afraid. It was war. Anybody who saw u& would kill 
us, and we did the same thing. We had to if we wanted to live. 
General Cnomc. How did you come to surrender. Were yon afraid of the troops f 
NATCHEZ. Wtl wanted to ~;ee our people. 
General CROOK. Did troops force them to surrender f 
NATCHEZ. \Ve were not forced to do it. We talked nuder a flag of truce. We all 
said we had had enongh and ·wanted to surrender. 
General CROOK. How many of your party were kHled f 
NATCHEZ. No man was killed; one woman was killed by Mexicans. 
General CROOK. How long did the flag of truce last under which the surrender 
was rnade T 
WRATTAN, the interpretor, stated that two Chiricahua Indians went to the hostiles 
on the night of August :l4, 1886. On August 26 Lieutenant Gatewood, Wrattan, and 
Jose Maria met the hostiles on the Bavispe..:River. The next day they had a talk with 
Lawton, in which they decided to see General Miles. They were told they would get 
no more conditions from him than from Gatewood and Lawton. Miles was to meet 
them at Skeleton Canon on the 3d of September and they had a tall,. 
General CROOK. Could the surrender have been made without tiJe scouts¥ 
· WRATI'AN. I do not think so. The wo Indians traveled with the flag of truce. 
The hostiles moved to 'rerras Mountains; the scouts went into their cam a and talked 
with them. -
General CROOK. What were the conditions of the surrender f 
WRATT.L"l. The conditions were that they should give up their arms and surrender; 
that they would not be harmed but would be taken to their peo'ple in St. Augustine. 
General CROOK! Did all the Indians come in f 
NATCHEZ. Near Fort Bowie two men, one boy, and some women eft the party and 
have never been fittnd from since. 
General CaooK. Ho'f many people came in with Lawton T 
NATCHEZ. Seventeen altogether, but two broke away, leaving fifteen· ·bucks, four 
children, and eleven women. · 
Genera.l CROOK. How many went out with Natchez f 
NATCHEZ.. I uon't remember. I have no way of keeping couut. About thirty: l 
think. 
S.Ex.~ 
CHIHUAHUA said he wasn't afraid of anything, troops or scouts. For what you 
to me I am much obliged; I have it in my head yet. You wanted me to •be 
and I have tried to be. 
KA-E-TE-NA said: When you asked me to go down with you to talk to the 
I went with you and talked good to them. talked your talk to them and 
mind to them. I told them all yon said to me. I told them: "This is the way 
eral Crook wants you to do. He wants you to talk and think as he thinks." 
You told me to look out for th~m and take good care of them. I went along 
them to San Bernardino. I was with them the night some of them left. I 
know why they left. I think it was on account of some women. My brother 
there the next night and came on home the next day. (The events Ka-e-te-na 
of here occurred in March, 1886. See General Crook's communication of lJe~ceJoober,~ 
26, 1686, viz: "Resume of Operations in Arizona," L. W. V. K.) 
CHATTO stated : I was working on my farm and had one :fi~ld planted in wheat 
another in harley. (This was in the summer of 1886). My sisters had other 
planted. Just as the crops were getting ripe I left them and went to Washi 
When they were sold it didn't bring what it was worth. I didn't get as much 
as if I had stayed to look after it. I had a wagon and could make a good deal 
money with that hauling hay, supplies, etc. I didn't leave these of my own accord. 
I had sheep, about thirty head, that were increasing all the time ; I had to leave them, 
I made money by shearing them and selling the wool ; I had horses and mules 
were worth a good deal of money, $150 to $200. I received some $10 for the horses 
$29 for the mules. The sheep sold for about the right price, $2 a piece. You told 
about farms; I got a plow and took good care of everything. When I got word to 
go to Washington I went. I never left of my own accord. • 
G•meral CROOK. How many Chiricahua scouts were enlisted when Geronimo went 
outf 
CHATTO. Twenty-five scouts were enlisted; nineteen of these had farms. 
were young men or boys. 
CHIHUAHUA said: All who went to Florida had horses and mules, the 
Chatto. 
KA-E-TE·NA said: He had a wagon for which nothing had been given him. 
General CROOK Why did the scouts come here' 
CHATTO. When I left Camp Apache to go to Washington they talked good to me 
and said I could make a living. I came back a little way and stopped at Carlisle and 
stayed there seven days. When we were about two days travel from Camp Apache 
we were turned back. We didn't go back as far as Carlisle, but stopped at a place 
where there were soldiers (Fort Leavenworth, Kans.), and stayed there about two 
months; I didn't know what was wrong. When I left Washington I expected to go 
back to Camp Apache. While we were there a letter came from Arizona from General 
Miles, stat•ng that it was a bad place for Indians at Camp Apache.· All the white 
people were down on ns and the other Indians also. He told us one part of the conn-
try belonged to Washington, the other part on the other side was Arizona, so he 
would put us on the Washington side wheretherewere-goodpeople. He told us also: 
''You have good farms at Apache, You have good water, etc., but this is not enough. 
Go to the Washington country and you can get $20 to $50 a month." It was some 
lieutenant who read this letter to us. It was a long letter. He told us he would like 
s to do as we did when we signed the pay-roll, and we all touched the top of the pen, 
except three women, who did not sign. We thought it was good to get $20 to $50 a 
month, and I agreed to those terms. That don't m;tke any difl"erence. I have in my 
head now whnt you said to me at Camp Apache. When I walk I walk right along 
and see aa far as I can. When I come to something I step over it. I couldn't under. 
stand why I was brought down here. From Fort Leavenworth we were taken to a 
place where Chihuahua was (St. Augustine). On the paper we signed was also a res-
ervation spoken about, that was to be thirty miles each way from the center. We 
were to "he put on this reservation. The lett r said also that we could raise lots of 
horses, cat~le, etc. ; that there would be plenty of room oa it for all their stock. It 
said also: "When you get. on the reservation yon may think you have no relatives, 
but when on it you will increase.'' The letter spoke of Chihuahua, Geronimo, Chatto, 
and of some of their people who were down in Old Mexico, and that they would all 
be brought together on this reservation. It said: ''When you get on this reservation 
I will bring them all back to you." It t.alked very much as Gener~tl Crook talked. 
Chatto here teok from his breast an Arthur medal that had been presented to hi1n 
by President Cleveland, and asked, "Why did they give me tbat, to wear in the 
guard-bouse f I thought something good would come to me w h they gave me that, 
but I have been in confinement ever since I have had it." 
Ku-NA Y said; The Indians at Camp Apache were getting drunk all the time and 
killing each other. I don't know any other reason why they were sent down here. 
I don't know what was wrong. One day near noon they told me they wanted 
~ount the Chiricahuas. They surrouuded us with scouts and soldiers. Five of ua 
I 
were mounted. All they did to us was they tqpk our guns away from us and 
us to go home. They told ns that where we Are going it was the same as it 
the1·e. We were scouts in one place and would be in the other. When they had 
us, the White Mountain Indians drove oft' our horses and cattle; they 
our farms and took what they wanted whiJe we were surrounded. There 
Indian, a chief Sanchez, had a talk with the officers and he said the Chiriea-
no good. He did not want ns there and wanted us taken away. 
told us that we were going to be. taken off, but not very far away, about a 
vel by railway. They told us the Indians who bad gone on to Washington 
H 4Jhl&tt•o, etc.) were there waiting for us. 
Y said: I can tell only the same thing that Kn-nay does. It was on the 
ng day and just as we were giving the tickets some cavalry was going along 
if it were going somewhere, but it turned and joined with the infantry and scouts 
surrounded the Chiricahuas. After they had counted us and given us tickets, 
;.tbi8Y"@er•t ~he women home, and told the men they wanted to talk and we went to a tent. 
told us nobody would be harmed, but that we were going to be sent away. The 
te Mountain Indians said that the Cbiricahuas were bad. Their chiefs had been 
us. We were told not to be afraid, nobody would be harmed. The 
the count seme of the White Monntain Indians got drunk and killed a 
and laid it upon our people and said we had done it. The officers told us we 
be sent to a good country and we would have more houses and farms than we 
at Camp Apache. "You have plenty here," they said, but you will have more 
there and better stock. Do not be afraid, you will not be burt. You are going to a 
good country." 
We did just as they told us. The day they rounded us up at the post all the men, 
women, widows and poor of the tribe that had stock hac.l it driven off by the White 
}fountain Indians, who stole it. at is all I know about it. . 
NOCHE. I want to say that after General Crook left, General Miles talked to me at 
Fort Bowie. He talked a good deal the same as General Crook talked. I remember 
all General Crook told me, and also all that General Mile~ told me. He told·me how 
to behave myself. He told me to go back to Camp Apao'he. I had a farm there. He 
told me to go back and take care of it. I went back there and made a big farm and 
worked it there with a Mexican on shares. I got a contract for wood, and got out 
some wood with this same man and got a good deal of money from it, each gettin.: 
half. General Miles told me, "Now I've given you a farm and you have worked it, 
bn~ it seems for nothing. They gave it to you for nothing and now I'll have to send 
away. People don't seem to like you." I told him there was lots of wood here, 
and I wanted to stay. He said, "The Indians at San Carlos and Camp Apache are 
talking about you all the time, and I had better send you away from here. We will 
take the train, and in one and a quarter days we will go to the place we were talk-
ing about and look at it." We didn't see that land. We were four days on the 
train and stopped only when we reached Washington. I saw the President and 
shook hands with him. He told us, "Do not be afraid to come amongst us; I am the 
great father of you all. Go back to your farms at Camp Apache and settlo down 
quietly. There nobody will harm you, nobody will say anything to you. Go back 
there and do just as the commandmg officer tells you. Do as be tells yon and be will 
write good letters to me about you." He told us when we got in the cars it would 
be about a week before we got home, but when we had been on two days we were 
topped (at Fort Leavenworth), and" they told us we would not go back to Camp 
Apache. We were there two months and they told us we would not go back to ur 
homes any more, but would go to some place on the coast. 
On the evening of the third day after we got to St. Augustine our people came there 
from Camp Apache. We were told then we would be in confinement. '!'bey told us 
to wait awhile. '!'hey d;du't know what was to be done with us. We would be in 
onfinement as long as we remained at St. Augustine. I asked what would be done 
to us, but the commanding officer didn't know. Afterwards we were moved np here. 
(Wmttau stated that the people from Pikens, i. e. Geronimo and his band, left 
there in April, 1887, and reached Mount Vernon barracks in the latter part of April.) 
We were told we would have our stock; we were told this after we had reached 
the east. What horses we bad were finally sold and we got what few dollars were 
received for them. I had four horses and three mules and received $127 for them. 
I received pay for my horses but not for the wood I had piled up there. I had about 
90 cords of wood for which I never received anything. 
I thought that we were coming to a place that was healthy, but you can see for 
yourself that we are not so many as when you saw us last. A great many have died. 
We lost more than a hundred. More than fifty have died since leaving St. An gustine. 
About thirty children have died t Carlisle. Between fifty and a hundred have died 
here. Cbatto had a son and nephew to die at Carlisle. 
(Wrattan stated that the Indians died principally from consumption, which he 
thought was due to the damp climate; They took a cold and strong, stout men wens 
right down. In two months t 
ones die.) 
They told me about that big rese"tvation that General Miles told him 
the Indians should be together. He said, "When you get there ;y_ou will 
farms, horses, cattle, and they wiH belong to you. Nobody will b~ea.n·vtltin~rtl 
with them but yourt~elf. I am telling yon the truth; I am telling you no ." 
he told me that I shook bands ith him two ctr three times and Raid, "Thank 
KA-TE-TE-NA. I want to say what I think, what I want to. When I first 
you talked to me and said we were brothers from now on. Yon told me to 
yon thought, to follow in your footsteps. He still thinks of it as if you bad 
only yesterday morning. Six years ago I went away among the white people. 
took me a long way ofl'. I was there about 18 months. Six years ago I was 
you call an Indian. I wore ~moccasins and had long hair. 'Vhen I went am 
whites they tpld me to putt ese away and adopt the white man's dress, and I 
Since then I haven't seen much country; I haven't been very far away. I have 
to very few places since then. That's why I can't tell much. There are Jots of 
about here. I don't go any place except to the railway. I don't know any 
this country. I don't know how it is. I would like to work; I would like to 
I bad a farm but had to leave it, and leave all that bel1in<l. Four years ago I 
back again and bad another farm, a big one, and worked it. I don't know 
was the matter. They took me away from it. If I conld have stayed there I 
have made a good crop. I never did anything wrong and never went on 
path since I saw you. I tried to think as yon told me to and was very tb:m~tful~ 
yon, and was very glad to see you again this morning; all the Indians were, 
the little children. 
You told me I would have sheep and I did have some, and a wagon too. 
horses too, but never had any pay for my wagon farm. I got paid for my 
I didn't know what was wrong or why I was brought down here. General 
told me to go and see a farm that was talkNl about. He deceived me; he told 
was about a day's journey away. We started to see the farm and got on the 
and staid on four days and got to Washington. vVe were there 1~ days and 
know what was going on at home. When we talked to the President be talked 
He said we had heard of t~e Great Father, and said he was the Great Father 
all and was very glad to see ua. 
We left Washington and went to Carlisle, and got about two days' travel 
home; we went in to get· something to eat and the train passed out, leaving us 
track. Then we went back to post and were there for two months. We 
for two months, and then some were left back: four men and three women 
at Fort Leavenworth and the rest were sent in. They told us we were going 
a reservation near the Rio Grande, about a day's travel from Fort Leaven 
Our people would all be there from Camp Apache. The party that went on 
at the same time next day; returned next day to l!,ort Leavenworth. The 
traveling with us left at Fort Leavenworth and went to the Rio Grande. He 
gone seven days, but did not say what he had gone for or anything at all to us. 
A letter came from General Miles stating that Chat to and. Ka-e-te-na were to be 
and that is why they t'etnrned back. The letter said that there were $500 reward 
either one of us. I wondered if that was what they confined us for. We were told 
would be scouts and draw pay; Chatto and I were to get $50 a month, the 
tJQ. I saw the letter. I don't know to whom or by whom it was written, but I 
it was by direction of General Miles. 
I was taken to St. Augustine, but tried to be as I always was, and do what I 
to you I would. I like you. I like your talk and try to follow in your foo 
'Vhat do you think of meT I started to work six years ago, and I am w 
I help build roads, dig up roots, build houses, and do work all around here. 
fall off the trees and I help to sweep them up. I was working this mornin 
you came here. I don't know why I work here all the time for nothing. In 
anything wrong after I talked with you. I have children aml relatives, lots 
and I would like to work for t-hem before I get too old to work. I'd like to 
farm well,. and would like to have a farm long enough to see the crops get 
like to farm and like to ork, and shall always try and be what I have been 
talked with you. 
CHIHUAHUA. I am getting so my limbs feel as if they were asleep. I would 
• to have some place better than this. I would like to have a place where I 
have a farm and g<t right to work so that my cbildrPn can have plenty to eat 
I wonl4 like to have tools to go right to work with. I have a daughter aw 
school and two other near relatives. I want to see them soon. Won't you 
so I can see them very soon T I didn't get any of i'be money that waR to 
me; I never said anything about it. Sam Bowman knows about it. I 
when I saw you I would tell yon a.bont it. I never said anything about. it. 
just the same now as when I saw you last goin~ along the same road. There are 
all about. I would like to go where I can see. · 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC, 
Governor's Island, New York Oity, Decem.ber 23, 1889. 
The AD JUT AN • NERAL, U. S. ARMY, 
• Washington, D. 0.: 
(Through military channels.) 
SIR: Pursuant to instrucpions received from General Howard, com-
manding the Division of the Atlantic, and subsequent additional direc-
tions from the Secretary of \Var, I have the honor to submit the follow-
ing facts relating. to the Chiricahua Apache Indian prisoners now in 
this dh~isiori and to make certain recommendations relath'e to them. 
Between April 13 and November 7, 1886, 498 Indians (99 men, 399 
women an(.t children) were received as prisoners of war from .Arizona, 
where the greater portion had been captured while engaged in active 
hostilities. The rest, though on a resen7 ation, were_deemed fit subjects 
for removal from that Territory, and the honor ~f the Government was 
pledged to them and to the citizens that they should never be returned. 
Seventeen men without their families were placed in confinement at 
Fort Pickens, ·near Pensacola, Fla. 
The remainder were kept in camp at Fort .1\farion, St. Augustine, 
Fla., until .April, 1887, when, on account of tl small space ava.ilal.>le 
for them there, and also for sanitary reasons, the families of the pris-
oners were sent to them at Fort Pickens and the others were trans-
ferred to :Mount Vernon Barracks, near Mobile, Ala. 
Those at Fort Pickens were moved into camp with the others at Mount 
Vernon Barracks, Ala., in May, 1888. 
One hundred and twelve of the Indian youth and children haYe l.>een, 
from time to time, seJJt to the Indian school at ()a rlisle, Pa.; 12 ha,Te 
been returned on account of ill health, 30 have died, aud 70 are uow 
there in fairly good physical. condition and making good educatioual 
progress. 
MORTALITY. 
Among the Indian~ remaining in the South the following deaths have 
occurred: 
In 1886, at St. Augustine, Fla.·---·· ••••••••••.••••• ·--··· .••••. --·-----·---·· 1~ 
In 1887, at St. Augustine, Fort Pickens, and Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala. . ..... :n 
In 1~88, at Mount Vcnfon Barracks, Ala ______ -----------------·--·--------·---- 14 
In 1So9, at Mount Vernon Barracks, Ala., to November 30. __ . _____ .••• ·- _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 2() 
' 89 
Add to this the deaths at Carlisle, Pa .• • ••• ------ ••••••.••••••••••• --·--· ----·· 30 
'fotal deaths in three and one-half years ..•••. ------···-·-------"---------- 119 
There have been numerous births, so that the present number of 
Apache prisoners is-
At Monnt Vernon Barracks, 79 men, 167 women, 142 children; total. __ .. - _____ . 388 
At Govmnor's Island, N.Y., 2 men (nnde~:•roing puuislnnent)- -----· ---· ---- ---·. 2 
At Curlii:ile school. __ •••.••••• -••••••• _.- •. _____ •••••. __ - _ •. __ • __ •• ___ -- .. _ _ _ _ _ 70 
Total, .•••••. ___ ••••• _. _ . ___ •..•••• _ . _ •••.••• __ . _ • _ •••.•• ___ .• _. __ . • • • • • . 460 
Of the men, whose total number, not including those who are grow-
ing to manhood at Carlisle school, is 81, prol.>al.>ly 30 are able-bodied, 
viz, would l.>e fit for military service; 25 able to do a fair day's work, 
but not in good condition, and the rest old men and cripples. It can 
not. be made too emphatic that at the present ~ time the Chiricahua 
.. :\ pache Indians would furnish only 30 good warriors, and there are 430 
olu meu, cripples, youths at school, and women and children. These 
people are in onr possession as prisoners of war. Those at Carlisle 
nothing except to finish their course there. They can then care 
themselves. 
• 
CONDITION OF PRISONERS AT MOUNT VERNON B.&RR . .A.CKS. 
The three hundred and eighty-eight (seventy-nine men, three hu 
and nine women and children) at Mount Vernon Barracks are now 
a condition which needs prompt action to avoid positive inhumanity. 
The normal death rate of civilizPd people is less than 2 per cent. 
annum. That of these people, including those at school, is more th 
three times as great, or 6.8 per cent. 
A number equal to one-quarter of those brought east bas died in t 
and a-half years. Consumption has fa~teueu itself among- them, 
has been rapid and always fatal where it has attacked. 
A great death rate must be expected, one-half of the deaths being 
young children whose disease was aggravated by their parents,. n 
of the simplest i~structions of physicians, and the murderous quae 
of old ~quaws. But the excessive death rate is due to consumption, 
ha\e been most of th deaths at Carlisle, where proper sanitary pre-
cautions have alway been taken. 
The condition of health and mind of these Indians other than those 
at Carlisle precludes the possibility of their improvement and civiliza-
tion where they now are, for the following reasons:· 
1st. They are prisoners. Though well fed and well clotheu, 
labor is prison labor. 
2d. Only the men are required to work, and that, of course, without 
remuneration. \Vere they paid it would only give the power of purchas-
ing intoxicants, and add to their degradation. The women have not 
enough to do, and are without ineentive to improvement. 
3d. There has been and is much sickness and many deaths, with re-
sultant depression. ' 
4th. They have been told that good bebavioP would secure action to· 
wards permane11t homes of their own, and this promise so loug deferred 
bas increased their hopeless feeling. Each year's delay is a greater in-
jury to them. 
5th. They are a people who have been bred in mountains and who, as 
well as the medical officers of the Army who have attended them, be-
lieve their rapid dying oft' is due, in great part, to tlleir location in the 
moist atmosphere of the sea-coast. 
6th. So many of their children have died away at school that not only 
have those been grief-stricken who have lost their absent ones but all 
are constantly fearful of the taking from them for death at s.ehool of 
others of their children. 
To summarize then: We are holding as prisoners, with women 
in idleness tending to vice, a band of savages till they die, in a 
place and in a manner that their death is possibly increa~o~ed by local 
causes, though we are not now taking their children away from them for 
school. 
THE MOUN1' VERNON BARRACKS RESERVATION FOR A. CAMP. 
The camp at .Mount Vernon Barracks is as good as a prison camp can 
be, but can not be made a home. No military reservation east of the 
:Mississippi River has any better facilities. As there is no arable land 
for them to cultivate in that vicinity, farming is impossible. The ew-
APACHE INDIANS. 
, ..,.,,.,.'I'T"""' ..... t of the scattered whtte population is in the manufacture of 
~ ""''ll'n"r•DI:!!Ol shingles and pine lumber, for which the Indians are not fitted. 
post is on a sant.l ridge in a pine forest, and is ~urrounded by 
swamps. Heretofore it has been healthy. The reservation is a strip of 
land running several miles from the riv~r bank to the high ground 
here tlw post and Indian camp is. Liquor is sold by citizens on their 
own property on the border of . the reservation. The freedom of the 
Indians from its use is phenomenal. It is due to the small amount 
of money they have (they make ~orne by selling trinkets) and their 
ear,nest t-ndeavor to behave well with the hope of getting homes of 
tht>ir own. Two missionary lady teaebers have a small day school for 
ildren and tt-ach a tew:. of the men, but the good of ese short steps 
towards education is not apparent without gi\Ting the Indian child some 
better outlook for the future than he now bas. 
LAND LEFT IN ARIZONA. 
Under the" severalty act" of February 8, 1887, these Indians would 
have been entitled, had they been kept on the White Mountain Rese,-
vatiou in Arizona, whenever they should be settled in severalty, to 
about 40,000 acres of farming or 80,000 acres of grazing land, for which 
the United States will receive $30,000 to $100,000 to money as well 
as the more rapid industrial development of that territory by the 
more skillful labor of white immigrants. The Chiricahua Apache~ 
are merely one of the wilder tribes of a farming people, and even they 
have always been accustomed to do some farming, raising crops by irri-
gation. They have never, as the chief means of subsistence, lived by 
hunting wild game. For making progress then towards what we call 
civilization, if their attachment to homes and land of their own and 
knowlt-dge of fal'ming be taken advantage of, they can be started from 
a point far in advance of that from which they could start in any other 
employment. 
RECOMMENDATIONS. 
I therefore make the following recommendation: That application be 
made to Congress for the provision of a suitable tract of land and the 
fitting out of ~esc people with materials and tools to build cabins, with 
simple farm utensils, cattle, and seeds, and that they be put on such land . 
by th(\ 1st of 1\Iarch, 1890. Another year's delay would be criminal. 
Land, a portion of which may eventually become each Indian family's 
own, inelnuing the means of going on it, is the fundamental need. That 
obtained, an intln~riaJ school is necessary with school farm and hos-
pital. 
VeQ' respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GuY HowARD, 
First Lieu,tenant T,weljth Infantry, Aide-cle-Oarnp. 
(First indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE ATLANTIC, 
Governor's Island, December 23, 1~89. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army for the 
information of the Secretary of War. 
It is belie\'C(l that the within report contains a clear account of the 
cause::; of the pn~srnt condition of the Apache prisoners of war. It 
mhrht be added, when they first came in the feeling was so strong against 
the leaders and their depredating followers that at Fort Marion, 
subsequently at Fort Prckens, they were subjected to conditionR of 
prisonment, in which the women and children shared, that ren 
them weak and liable to disease. The innocent have suffered with 
guilty, and I see no possible way of relieving the situation tban 
adopting the course within recommended, and, I hope, in the in 
of justice, as well as of humanity, that speedy action may be 
Should a school be set in operation it could be permanently used 
educating Indian children of the vast Southwest. 
• 
OLIVER 0. fl()W ARD, 
Major- Genet·al, Commanding. 
[Second.indorsement.l 




December 26, 1889 • 
[Third indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTE~S ARMY OF THE UNITED STATES, 
Washington, December 30, 1889. 
Respectfully submitted to the Secretary of War, concurring in 
recommendation of the division commander. 
J. M. SCHOFIELD, 
Major- General, Commanding. 
TRANSCRIPT OF STENOGRAPHER'S NOTES OF A CONFERENCE 
BETWEEN HONORABLE WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT, SECRETARY 
OF WAR, AND CHATO, CHIEF OF THE CHIRICAHUA APACHE 
INDIANS, HELD.AT WAR DEPARTMENT BUILDING, WASHING-
TON, D. C., JULY 26, 1866. 
Present: Hon. William C. Endicott, Secretary of War; John Tweedale, chief clerk 
War Department; Charles S. Sweet, steuographer; Capt. John G. Bourke, Thirfl 
..Cavalry, U. S. Army; and Capt. J6seph H. Do1·st, :Fourth Cavalry, U. S. Army. 
Jnterpreters.-Apache-Spanish, ''Mickey Free" and Concepcion; Spanish-English, 
Victor Gomez, Sttm. Bowman, and Capt. John G. Bonrke. 
Chiricahua Apaches.-Chato, Kawtenne, and Charlie. 
Qhato's remarks were made in Apache, and were translated, through the Spanish, 
into English, as follows: 
When he left Fort Apache he was very poor. He started to see all his friends and 
to see you. AIL the people he has met were to him as his fathers-were his friends. 
All those he has seen so far have given him great p~easure; and to see you now it has 
given him great pleasure; and when he shook hands with you it was as if his body 
was refreshed. When he came here it was to see his friends, and even tlwngh at 
times his head ache~ he goes to see them, and when he goes to see his friends all pain 
goes away. 
He has come here, and it appears to him that the people he speaks to, that in ad-
dressing them, he speaks to them as if speaking to the Father God. In coming here 
it i& to him as if he looked from above down on the world and saw his father, thongh 
he hal3 no father now any more; but it seems to him as if a father was given back to 
him when he sees yon. It is to him as if he saw his father. 
What be came to look here for was good words, good advice-he is looking for the 
words as if God is ~peaking. He has come, too, because he wants to take a paper 
with him, so as to remember the words that have been told him here, and all the 
things that he says here. All those things he wants to remember when he goes back. 
He says he goes about now as the men do that he seeR here. They go the right way, 
and so he goes the right way. 
By the SECRETARY: "You may tell him that I am very friendly to him, and want 
him to be friendly to us, and if he has got anything to ask, anything that he wants, I 
wish him to tell it to me now." . 
He says be wants to ask you about his country, his land• he does not want to ask 
too rnnch, and after that he will speak of other things. He came here to ask for his 
country; to ask for his laud, where he lives now; to ask that is why he has traveled 
so far. At Camp Apache what he plants grows up very well; ihe water that runs 
there is very good; that is why be wants to stay there; that is wny he wants to have 
that land; and from the place where he lives it is only a half a mile to where there 
is grass, and with that he can earn 5 cents, and with that he can take care of his land 
and Lis people. 
By Captain BOURKE: "He is here referring to the policy which General Crook 
instituted at Camp Apache, that these Indians should be compelled to work for their 
living, and should also he paid for everything they raise. General Crook has bought 
from the Apaches at Camp Apache all the fnel needed for the garrison; all the hay 
needed for the horses' food, for the horses' beds, and for the men's beds ; J~.ll the eorn 
they could raise, and any vegetables they could produce, paying for them in cash. 
The Indians were thus stimulated to work hard, because their cash market was right 
under their noses; and they were certain that their future depended upon themselves, 
and they knew how much the garrison needed." 
The favor be wants to ask of you, is to ask for his land as i o was asking a favor 
from God, and he hopiOls that you won't forget his words. It is to him as if God were 
listening; it is to him as if God bad sari.d that he and you had come together to ex-
change words; and he thinks now that God is listening to what he says. 
He says to yon now: Brother, this is the word, the favor I have to ask, and do not 
forget my words. You may have ilome children. Everybody loves his son, loves him 
41 
dearly; holds him in his arms and to his heart. 
it were for them, he asks this favor. 
He says he wants to speak about his family. General Crook knows all about 
He has spoken to him about them; but he knows that you are bigger than 
cause he has told him that yon are the biggest one of all, and now he wants to 
to you about them. 
He says, certainly, they don't take back anything. If any great chief says 
thing they don't take it back, and the great chiefs in Washington don't take 
anything because they put down their words. If a great chief makes a promise, 
anything, it is not going to be taken away from him. 
, He says be has a wife and two children in Chihuahua; that Captain Bourke 
it; that he bas see their pictures over there; and he asks a favor for them. 
favor he asks is that these children may be given back into his hapds, so he can 
them to his heart again, and have them with him at Camp Apache. He has 
just like the white people, and for that reason he want.N to have his people once 
with him. He can not make big houses like this, but cau only take small sticks 
wake a house; but still, even if his hands ache, he wants to live that way. 
By Captain BOURKE : ''In response t6 Chato's petkion to have the children 
wives of himself and the other Chhicahuas restored to him when he gave up 
prisoners (which petition was duly forwarded by General Crook, through the 
Department), the Mexican Government replied that they would not give the 
up, because they were better oft' iu Mexico than they could be with Chato, 
cause it was alleged that they did not want to go back, and that they had better 
where they were. 
" In speaking of his house, Chato means that no matter how poor a man is, 
home, when it is the best he can offer, is the place for his wife and children to be. 
"When he says I .have seen their pictures, he is speaking of the photographs 
were sent by the Mexican authorities to General Crook to induce Chato to 
that his wife and children were better off where they were in Chihuahua than 
were on the reservation." 
He says they have a very good commanding officer at Camp Apache. 
By Captain BouRKE: "It is Lieutenant-Colonel Wade of the lOth Cavalry.:' 
He gives them great pleasure and often goes to see them. He goes around 
day and shakes hands with them. 
He says he bas a house at Camp Apache. Sam has seen it and knows about it. 
By Captain BouRKE: ''Sam. Bowman, one oftbe interpreters, present." 
May be, after awhile, they can make him a house that is larger and better. Three 
years ago they gave him wagons, and tools, picks, and shovels; but they are 
worn out and broken, and he bas nothing to work with now. You, in your 
and judgment, will know what to do. What he wants, also, is~o see if you 
give him another wagon and some implements to work with. Also, he has seen them 
give cows; though, to be sure, they eat some of them; they don't eat cows when 
they have calves, young steers; they don't eat cows, because it is through them 
they get more. 
By Captain BouRKE: "He means that they keep the cows, except the old, worn-
out ones, for breeding purposes, to raise stock." 
What he wants now are implements to work with, plows and cultivators to work 
with. The words you have said he has heard well. 'fhe words be has spoken to you 
he hopes you have also heard welL 
By the SECRETARY: " You may say to him that I can not promise to return his 
wife and chilU.ren t him; but will make every endeavor and try to get them back 
for him, by a demand upon the Mexican Government for them. You may also say to 
him that I should like to know whether he knows where they are; and if he can give 
us any assistance in ascertaining where they are." 
He says that about a year ago a woman came (this Lucia) and said those children 
were in Chihuahua; and said that General Crook got a photograph of them; but did 
not know where he got it from.* 
By the SECRETARY: "I will consider what he says in regard to wagons, tools, 
plows, and other things that he wants, and, if possible, will see that they are sup. 
plied." 
He says that very often when wagons and such things have been ordered there 
they have taken the best things and have hidden them away, and given them others 
in their place. Instead of sending them to San Carlos, he wants to have them sent 
to the commanding oj[icer at Camp Apache. They have sent those thin~s down to 
San Carlos, and_ tbere'they have been stolen, and he don't get them. 
By Captain BouRKE. "They are alluding here to the dishonesty of Tiffany, their 
last agent but one, who stole their supplies of blankets, flour, salt, and other 
• See statemeut by Captain Bourke, ante. 
APACHE INDIANS. 
by the wagon load and sent them to the mining town of Globe nod sold 
them. The interpreter here, Mickey Free, in reply to a question from me just now, 
said that was what Chato meant; and Mickey told the Secretary that Tiffany put 
in the guard-house~ and kept him there fifteen days, because he had endeav-
while a sentinel on duty to arrest men who were carrying those things away 
from the store-house in broad daylight. IQ. speaking of the cows they are alluding 
to those which the Government promised to tlle Apache Indians three years ago. 
T Government promised them 1,000 good breeding cows with some good bulls; but 
duly 596 indifferent, over-old and over-young, animals were turnf'd over to the 
Apaches. The other 404 were withheld by the contractor, in collm~ion with the 
agency clerk, Beaumont, during the time of Agent Wilcox. The whole thing was 
developed in the Crawford court of inquiry, the record of which mul!lt be on tile in 
the War Department." 
He says what do you think about what he has said 7 He is not an old man and he 
is not a boy, and hereafter you will find how he is. 
By the Secretary: "I am very much pleased with what he has sai_d, and with the 
good feeling and good intentions he has expressed." 
He says that what he has said to you are his own thoughts and ideas. No 
one has told him to say them. During the day and at night he thinks over t.hem, 
and what he has said those are his own ideas. Now, when he is at Fort Apache you 
will hear this, and you will hear that, but ly listen to the words that Chato him-
self says, and that is the truth. General Crt,;tok, too, h1.s told them that very often 
people will say that Chato did this and did tnat, but he told them that he would not 
allow that to trouble them. General Crook, also, bas never believed those things, if 
they have said this or that about him. He did not believe it if they have talke<l 
badly about him. 
From this out the best way is to speak the plain truth. That is what General 
Crook has often told them. That is the advice General Crook has always given 
them, and very often General Crook and hehavetalked in plain words as ne is talking • 
to you now. That is what he bas thought and this is what he has told yon now. 
He says he has had his picture taken here, and that is a thing he wants to ask about, 
too-if he can't be presented with some of those pictures, and if they can't be sent to 
him; and be wants to have some of them sent to the man with whom his family is in 
Chihuahua. 
By the SECRETARY: "You may tell him that he shall have some of those pictures 
that he can send to his family in Chihuahua." 
By Captain BoURKE: "The best way to get Chato's pictures to Chihuahua, to the 
man who has his people, would be to send them to General Urook, at Omaha, and ask 
him to forward them. He has been in correspondence with persons in Chihuahua 
who l<.nows exactly where these relatives of 0uato's are. The M_Jxican Government 
has persistently denied that they are there." 
He wants to have his name, Chato, put on the picture, so that his wife will know. 
By the SECRETARY: "You may tell him we shall have the name put on them. You 
may also say to him that, if he wishes, I will present him to the President, so that he 
can shake hands with the President, and it will not be necessary for him to go through 
all this talk." 
[Captl\in Bourke explained to Chato, through the interpreter, Mickey }~ree, that Sec-
retary Endicott was one of the great council of the President, and that everything 
said to him would be read to the President, and it would be unnecessary to repeat to 
the Great Father what has been saicl here, and take up his time, because be was 
now very busy. All that Chatu would do was to shake bands with him and leave 
when Secretary Endicott was ready to take him away.] 
He says he would be glad to see his Gre t. Father, and to shake hands with birn. 
He wants to have a paper so he can take it back wiLh him to Camp Apache. 
By Captain BouRKE: "I presume he means a paper such as they always get from 
any high official, certifying that he has seen him.'' 
He says he wants the name" Washington" put at the head of the paper, showing 
tb~t be bas been in Washington. 
By the SECRETARY: "You may say to him that he shall have such a paper, with 
the name "Washington" at the bead; and that while he is friendly to us we shall 
be friendly to him. 
[They then talked about going to Carlisle, Pa., to il!lit the Indian school there, 
where some of them have relatives.] 
• 
APACHE 
'VEST POINT, N. Y., February 28, 
SIR: Referring to a resolution of the United States Senate, dated J 
1890, directing the Secretary of War to furnish all evidence in his poi~Sef~Si<Jin., 
cerning the imprisonment of Chatto and other Apache Indians, etc., which 
referred to me cwith accompanying papers for report, I have the honor to 
following: 
About the 1st of July, 11~86, I was ordered by telegraph to proceed from Fort 
chuca, Ariz., to Albuquerque, N.Mex., to report in person to Brig. Gen. N. A. 
commanding Department of Arizona, and there meet a delegation of Ch' · 
Warm Spring Apache Indians from Fort Apache, Ariz., anJ. conduct them to 
ington. 
I arrived at Albuquerque a day or two before the Indians. The latter u<>Jlvu.~"''" 
the same band as the Indians then on t.he war path under Geronimo. They 
mained at peace and had served as scouts, but for a long time there had been a 
conviction in the minds of officers who were serving in the field that all or 
all members of tllis baud were unreliable, and that tllere could never be any 
of peace with them as long as they remained at liberty in Arizona or New 
from whence they could e~ ily flee to their f~tvorite haunts in Old Mexico. 
The territory frequented by tllem in the latter country is, for the most part, 
mass of exceedingly rough, rocky, and difficult mountains, of which the 
portion was unsettled and almost. unkn n, and the whole is of an area proba 
great as that of New York and Pennsy:Wania combined. 
After having taken command of the Department, General Miles had also 
convinced of the necessity of removing this band. He told me that he had 
with them at Fort Apache, and while they had shown a strong indispo&ition to 
yet they had consented that a delegation, headed by Chatto, should go to Was 
ton to talk about removal, and he considered this as a favorable point gained. 
• gress was then in session, and he hoped that any legislation, necessary for 
moval and settlement of the Indians else\v here would not be neglected nor 
None of them had been employed in the field by General Miles. It was sus1pe<~ted 
that if the opportunity offered they would give information and supplies to 
tiles; and as prisoners of war located on the military reservation at Fort 
they were entitled only to the treatment of prisoners, and had no legal 
special considemtion. Still, they bad never been disarmed and had served as 
and the general considered that under such circumstances it would be fai 
more humane to follow the precedents established in dealing with other 
the United States, and try to induce them to move of their own accord, by 
them a reservation adapted to their requi.rements, with t.he [Jeeessary tools, 
ments, etc., to make them capable of becoming self-sustaining, and by giving 
of the chiefs and head men a certain sum of money annually for a specified time. 
When the Indians arrived at Alberquerque I got aboard the train with Mr. L. 
C. Lamar, jr., of the Interior Department, and then conducted them to Waslnn~t<ln.-1 
The party consisted of ten Indian men, including Chat to, three Indian 
Gomez and Sam Bowman, who were English and Spanish interpreters, and 
cion and Mickey Free, who were Spanish and Apache interpreters. I was 
return with the Indians to Fort Apache when my duty should be completed in 
ington. There was apparently no question about their returning and they x 
it. On their way to Washington they said nothing about the journey being 
longer th~n they had been told it would be. They seemeu to know how long it 
take and apparently were satisfied. In fact one of the party, Concepcion, I 
bufl possibly one of the Indians, Loco or Charley, bad been to Washington before 
knew about how many days the journey would last. 
Upon reaching Washington I reported, in compliance with my orders, to the 
tary of the Interior and to the Adjutant-General of the Army. I also called u 
General Sheridan and the Secretary of War, and explained the object of my visit 
both. 
One morning, the one after our arrival I think, the Indians were received by th~ 
Secretary of the Interior and had a formal talk. I forget the substance of it-pdssi-
bly it is on file in the Interior Department. At any rate no attempt was made to 
come to a decision with them, and the taJk waA of no special importance. 
I discovered tllat it was the conviction of both the Secretary ol War and ~A•~rAt.ar·v ": 
of the Interior that no legisll,lltion couc~rning the relocation of the Indians 
obtained at that session of Congress, and I also found that no one in authority 
take the responsibilit.v .. of assuring them that if they should consent to move wi 
legislation the conditions upon which they would consent would be ratified in the-
future. I was in constant communication with Genetal Miles, and under such cir-
cumstances be proposed that they should be taken to Fo'!t Riley, or perhaps Foro 
Leavenworth, ol, as a last resort, to Fort Union, where he believed the.y could be 
controlled by troops, and where they should be kept only uptil a permanent home 
could be selected for them. General Sheridan told me that one reason why this was 
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'jnlpJ~ac:ti<lable was the opposition it would' receive from the governors of Kansas, 
,c· 'V'UIU'l~·~u, and. Texas, ancl the members of Congress from those States, and the locution 
ians at Fort Union would be oppose y the people of New Mexico. He 
the Secretary of the Interior were satildied of the propriety of moving them, but 
Secretary of Wa:r said nothin~ to me to indicate his opinion. Genera] Sheridan 
said he believed that the Chiricahua and Warm Spring scouts would follow the 
hostiles and try to induce them to surrender, if the terms- were not too severe, but 
tlley would 11ot kill or wound any of the hostiles nor guide troops close enough to 
them to allow the troops to hurt them. He was sorry the delegation had com~ to 
Washington, for it was not at all probable that any terms could IJe made, and as 
wild Indians are an exceedingly suspicious people, and the subject of their removal 
had ·been agitated to such an extent as might arouse their suspicions, be thought it 
would be dangerous to take them back to Fort Apache and set them at liberty. In 
-his opinion it was best to move the whole band then at Fort Apache to Fort Marion, 
and keep them there till a suitable place could be provided for them. I then alluded 
to the fact that as they had never been disarmed and had been employed as scouts it 
might be considered an act of bad faith to move them to l<'ort Marion. He answered 
that it was absurd to talk of keeping faith with those Indians. The foregoing con-
versation took place some days after I arrived at \Vasbington. 
One day while in the War Departm~t building, in the afternoon, I saw a number 
of the delegation enter the building, accompanied by Capt. J. G. Bourke, Third Cav-
alry, to whom the Indians were known. I went out to meet them and to learn what 
they had come there for. Captain Bourke told me the Secretary of War had directed 
him to bring Chatto to him, and that he (Captain Bourke) had been looking for me 
to tell me about it, but could not find me. On that occasion the talk with the Secre-
tary of War took place that is recorded in the accompanying paper headed "'!'ran-
script of stenographer's notes of a conference between Ron. William C. Endicott, 
Secretary of War, and chatto, chief of the Chiricahua Apache Indians, held at War 
Department Building, Washington, D. C., July 2tJ, 1~86." 
A day or two afterward the Indians were received by the President. Captain 
Bourke was also present on this occasion. The Indians had been tol that every-
thing they had said to the Secretary of the Interior and to the Secretary of War 
had been written and the President would read it, but that he was too busy to take 
time for a talk. and would only see them and shake hands. Chatto was the first pre-
sented and the President said "I am very glad to see him." Captain Bourke tbtn 
turned to the interpreter, Concepcion, and said in Spanish about this: ''He says he 
is the Great Father of all the people, and he is their Gr at Father as well as the 
Great Father of every one else, and that he feels towards Chatto and his people like 
a father does towards his children, and is interested like a father in their comfort 
and welfare." Captain Bourke then turned to the Prt:sident and told him in English 
the substance of what he had said to tho interpreter. Tho Pre~;idcnt said slowly, 
"Well, that will do." The others were then presented, after which all retired. 
Nothing.else was said by the President and they never saw him again, nor did they 
ever ei uything or any communication from hi~. 
'in JQ allti(tle I learned from Secretary Lamar that the matter of the removal of. 
the Apaches was to be considered at a cabinet meeting, and I requested him to try 
and obtain permission for me to see the President. 'l'his he succeeded in doing. · 
I went to the White House with Mr. L. Q. C. Lamar, jr., and met there the Secre-
tary of the Interior and the Secretary of War; the latter had with him Captain 
Bourke. All of us were received y the PresHlent, who opened the conversation by 
asking what would be the result of moving this particular band of Apaches · om 
their country. Captain Bourke answered by describing the oo~dition of the lndtans 
11ot Fo•t Apache, as to their raising crops, their attachment to their home, etc., most 
of which I have forgotten, and finallY, explained the hardships and difficulties expe-
rienced by recruits, unaccustomed to high altitudes and to mountain climbing, in 
trying to overtake the Indians. ''That," said tlle President, "is an argument for 
their removal." He then asked what would be the effect on the Indians left on the 
reservation. Captain Bourke replied that while those Indians were divided into 
several bands. and each hand had its own jealousies and animosities, and might, per-
liaps, have flany individuals unfavorably disposed towards the Chiricalluas, still 
they were connected by intermarriages and were all Ap9-ches, and had a tribal feeling 
for each other, and while the removal of the Chiricahuas might not be followed by 
any immediate dissatisfaction, yet it might become exaggerated into rievance or 
seized upon as a pretext for a grievance for any outbreaks that might occur here-
after. 
Upon this I said about as follows: "Mr. President, there is not a single band of the 
other Indians but wha1;.h~U~ a very unfriendly feeling for the Chiricahuas. Each one 
of them has had some of its members killell by them. The White Mountain band 
was friendly to them, but last winter the Clfiricahuas killed a number of them on 
their reservation. The Indian scouts from other bands have said to ·me and to other 
officers that they wanted those Indians removed ; that there was no hope for 
nent peace as long as they were allowed to remain in Arizona; that no faith 
placed in them; that the white people did not know the difference between 
the good Indians; that they gave the reservation a had name, aud made the 
people unfriendly to all of them; and in their own interest, and f()r tlwir own 
tation, they wanted the Chiricahuas removed, and," I added, '' there is 
officer in Arizona that does not think the same." 
Captain Bourke had mentioned Ka-e-te-na (in printecl account of the cou 
with the Secretary of War his Rame is spelled Kawtenne), an Indian who had 
confined about a yeat· at Alcatraz Island and released in the spring of 11'<~(). He 
a member of the delegation, and I stated that the interpreters bact oYcrlu·a.rd a 
versation since their arrival in Washington, in which Ka-e-lie-na had l10asted 
knew of places in the Sierra Madre Monntains where the troops conl1l ne 
him. (Some weeks ajte'r this, while at Fort Leavenwo1·th, the interpreter8 8aid this 
mistake.) Then I added that so long as those Indians were near the Mexican 
any one of them would take advantage of its proximity to fly to it when 
punishment for misbehavior, and a few such would form a nucleus in old 
other individuals whenever they should feel discontented or fancy they had a 
nee. 
The President asked why General Miles wis d to give the chiets and heatl 
money for moving. I replied that it was because it had been the policy of the 
ernment in other cases to purchase the influence 6f such men by giving them 
directly, or by giving tllem an extravagant price for land they had in1 
cited the case of Chief Moses as one instance, and 1hnt of Chief Ouray as 
In the latter case, in 18i:31, the Uncompahgre Utes recet ved $75,000 for their old 
vation, and Ouray received for his farm several times its real value, and otlt 
men were similarly compensated, all for the purpose of retaining their good wi 
their good influence with their people. The President asked Captain Bourke w 
General Crook made any promises to the Chiricahnas when they returned from 
and surrend~ed in 18H3, or whether their surrender bad been based on any COIHiltiO·lll 
that would make it a breach of faith for the Government to transfer them elsew 
Captain Bourke seemed to know of none. At any rate, he mentioned none. 
described General Crook's trip to the Sierra Madres, and conference with the 
cahnas, and stated that the Indians came to the reservation slowly; that the 
entle took place in the early summer of 1883, and that Geronimo himself did not 
in until April, 1884. When the President was toltl that Geronimo left again in 
1885, he said: "He staid on the reservation, then, only thirteen months." 
Secretary Endicott then took me aside and, after telling me that the question of 
advisability of arresting all of the band that were on the reservation bad been 
sidered, be asked me some questions about the size and location of their camp, 
which the conference ended. 
'fhe next day I was ordered to leave Washington and return with the Indians 
Fort Apache, stopping en route for a few days at the Indian school at 
where there were some Apache.children. • 
No propositions had been made to the Indians looking to their rentOval, aft.r;o, .. .<4MI 
as I knew no definite steps to that end had been decided upon. I knew that 
Sheridan was anxious to have them all sent to ]!'lorida, but as the members 
delegation bad understood when they left Port. Apache that they were to rctnr 
which he learned j1·on-, nte, he preferred that this understanding should be a 
and that they shfluld be arrested after their arriva at that place. The Indians 
selv were anxious tp return, as they had finally docided among themsel 
would not consent to change their reservation. For a few days after their arri 
Washington they seemed willing to discuss the matter, but I was informed' by 
terpreters that they never once thought of consel}ting to move to any place remote 
the Mexican boundary. As I knew one member of the delegation was acquainted 
the country as far east as Fort Sill, where General Miles thought ofhaving them 1 
and as many of the band were familiar with southwestern Texas and the con 
portion of Mexico, this fact seemed to me to signify that they wishoo to be 
near a country to which they could fly to escape punishment, and from whi 
could safely make incursions into our territory. It also made me very _relu 
leave Washington without having arrived at j;!Ome result concerning them, and I 
pressed my reluctance to General Sheridan just before I left. He made no reply, 
ordered rue t .elegraph my arrival when I reached Carlisle. 
The Indians seemed to be satisfied, for they had conceded nothing, and I 
subsequently that Chatto, after receiving asilV'er medal from Secretary 
certificate from Secretary Endicott, felt confident tba.t these gifts were in a m 
a guaranty that he and his people shoulqremain as they we . The medal w 
him by Secretary Lamar a few days before we left, and is such a one as it is 
~ive to chiefs of Indian delegations VIsiting W ashingtoii. So far as I have 
Jt is merely~ cqstomary act of courtesy, and carries with it no significance, I 
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what was in the certificate furnished by Secretary Endicott. As I remember, it was 
to tho effect that Chatto bad visited Washington and seeJJ the President and Secre-
tary. It was in Captain Bourke's handwriting and I think was signed by him as 
well as by the Secretary. Another Indian, I have forgotten whicll one, but think 
Ka-e-te-n'a, was given one somewllat similar. I think, however, it was signed by 
Captain Bourke alone. 
As Captain Bourke had become somewhat prominent in connection with this dele-
gation aud bad made several visits to Chatto at his lodging house, and as he was a 
warm personal friend of General Crook, and had for many years been on that officer's 
staff, and as I was representing General Miles who had relieved General Crook of the 
command of the Department of Arizona, and whose methods were different from those 
Qf General Crook, I did not understand why Captain Bourke should have an;ythi ng to 
do with it. I spoke to him about it, aud he said that when Secretary Endicott heard 
Chatto was commg to \Vashington the Secretary sent for him to get information about 
8batto's wives and children in Mexico, and that all he had clone in connection with 
the delegation was by the Secretary's order, and be assured me that he had not spoken 
with any of t.he Indians about their removaL 
Capt. D. M. Taylor, Ordnance Department, U. S. Army, who was on duty in the 
office of the Secretary of \Var, told me he had mentioned Captain Bourke to the Secre-
tary as an officer who could inform him correctly about th~ Apache women and chil-
dren who were in Mexino. 
Upon arri viug at Carlisle I telegraphed to General Sheridan that I could find means 
to keep the Indians entertained there for five ~lays, and I received instructions tore-
main toat length of time and then proceed with them to Fort Apache. In explana-
tion of the foregoing I have to say that the Indians had become impatient at being 
bO long delayed in "Washington (about two weeks) and were anxious to return homo. 
Their nature was such that it was thought dangerous to do ~uything to di·splease 
thPm, and then set them at liberty again at Fort Apache. They had to be humored, 
or on their return there would be danger of their going on the war path. As long 
as they conlclbe interested in what they saw at Carlisle they would remain good-
natured, but after that they would chafe at further delay, get sulky and perhaps 
suspicious. I have no doubt that the delicate handlin,; these men required had some-
thing to do with the fin?'lresolntioJ?- to send them to l!'1o.ri~la, it being co~sidered un-
wise to put much trust m such a wild, touchy, and suspwwus lot of Indians. 
While the~ were in Washington, Mr. L. Q. C. Lamar, jr., made arrangementR to 
take them down the Potomac on an excursion boat, but after they had reached the 
landing something or other (the time of departure, I believe) did not suit Cbatto, so 
he sulkily refused to go and the whole party returned. I refer to this as showing 
their disposition. 
General Miles was very mnch opposed to their return to Fort Apache without any-
thing being accomplished, and wished them kept East longer, hoping something 
could be done. I understood tlJat it was in ueference to his wishes that I was allowed 
to remain ftve clays at Cttrlisle. 
At the P.nd of the five da,~·s I started on my return to Apache. I had reached some 
place in eastern Kansas when I receiYeu a, telegraphic order to take the Indin.ns to 
Fort Leanmworth :mel remain there till further orders. 'l'his I compli with, rea.ch-
hw Fort Leavenworth on August 12. On tho 14th I received a telegram from the 
A(ljutant-Gcnm:al, which is the first on page ?:3, Exo?uti;~ Document _No. 117, second 
session Forty-nmth Congress, and my reply follows It. I hey are as follows: 
"\VAR DEPARTMENT, 
" Washington City, August 14, 1886. 
''Captain DORST, Fou,t·th Caval1·y, Fort Leavenu·orth, ]{ans. : 
"Please communicate, for the information of the President, the frame of mill(l of 
the Indians nuder your charge, e:specially as to their reception here, and whether it is 
of a natnre that wonid adcl to existing complications should they return to their 
agency. 
"R. c. DRU.:\1, 
" Acting SecTetary TVm·." 
"FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS., August 14, 188fi. 
"ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, Washington, D. C. : 
"After leaving Carlisle the Indians appeared convinced they were to remain undis-
turbed at Port Apache. Chatto ad not received written assurance he requested:. 
but the present of a medal from Secretary Interior, the possession of an nnimport[l.nt 
certificate from Captain Bourke and Secretary of \Var, and the fact he ha<l uot 
been told he would have to move, seemed to satisfy him. The detention here caust'A 
much uneasiness because only surmises cau he offered in explanation. I have tried 
s_ Ex. 9-2~ 
to quiet their fears, but Chatto has just told me they believe their families 
moved here to meet them. Interpreter Bowman says that if some reasona.bl'e 
nation is given and they are allowed to proceed home at once no trouble 
present circumstances need be apprehended. His opinion is entitled to COJ[l.SideJ7&tl 
but since theit· suspicions are [printed suspicion is] aroused, I hesitate to 
can be so completely removed that the recollection of them will cause 
uneasiness. Whether they return or stay here, I would like to have soJrnethitUJC 
tell them coming from high authority. 
To this I received the following reply: 
"WAR DEPARTMENT, 
" Capt. JOSEPH H. DORST, 
"(Care Commanding General,) 
" Fm·t Leavenworth : 
"Your telegram received and confi:!:med apprehensions here. The removal of 
Indians from Fort Apache is now so probable that you must arrange to get 
w1th those with you until rem oval is effected. In the mean time something is 
pected from your interview with Generall\liles at Albuquerque. 
,, R. c: DRuM 
"Adjutant-
! had learned in' the mean time that the detention at Fort Leavenworth had 
brought about by General Miles's efforts to have the Indians kept in the 
some arrangement looking to their removal could be effected. In compliance 
an order from the War Department, I then proceeded to Albuquerque to confer 
General Miles. This order was issued at his request. Before leaving the 
told them where I was going, and that I would return in a few days, 
wished me to say anything to General Miles for them, I would carry their 
Upon making this communicat.ion to them, Chatto became very angry, 
me '• whether General Miles was a greater man than 'Vashington" (the Indi 
the word "'Vashington" to designate the President), ami made other 
the same effect. I repeated, very quietly aud withuut temper, what I was 
•lo, and reminded him that I ca.me to him in a frien ly spirit, ouly offering to 
a fa.vor. He then said, very insolently and sarcastically, "How many years 
l.Je before you come back?" Seeing that it was useless to try to pacif.v im, I 
drew and said nothing more to him. Chiefs .Loco and Noche seemed to depJore 
outburst of Chatto, but said nothing to me. I then proceeded to Albuquerque and 
General Miles, who was still anxious to have some amicable aiTangements made 
the Indians, and their consent obtained to move of their own will. I learned 
Governor of New Mexico had issued a proclamation offering a reward for the 
hension of Chatto and others for crimes committed in th1.t Territor.~·, and also 
indictments against them had been found. I knew the feeling against them wa.s 
strong, bot.h in New Mexico and Arizona. In taking the Indians east, I had 
careful not to divulge tbeir identity while traveling through New Mexico, for 
some violenct would be offered them. General Miles directed me to explain 
Indians, on wy return to them, the strong feeling against them and the 
result to them if they fell into the han us of the civil authorities. He hoped to 
an arrangement for them with the Government similar to that contained in a 
orandum inclosed in a letter he had addressed to me at Carlisle, but which I did 
1·eceive until after my arrival at Fort Leavenworth. 
That letter and memorandum were as follows: 
"Capt. J. H. DORST, 
"Fourth U. S. Cavalry, Ca1'lisle, Pa.: 
"\VILCOX, ARIZ., August 5, 
"CAPTAIN: I send you the inclosed proposition of what appears to me to be 
arrangement to be made between the Government and those Indians. Shou 
ceive the approval of the executive authorities, the Indians, in my judgment, 
accept it, as it would be just and liberal to them. They at present have no 
tion, very little property, and are living practically as prisoners of war, and 
ing against them on the part of the White Mountain Indians is very strong 
the part of the citizens of Arizona it is intense, and it is for the interest of 
Apaches that they move to some place where they would be at peace and have 
and property of their own. 
''They could make this proposition to the·Government, or if approved, the 
ernment couhl offer them the terms as stated in he inclosed memorandum. 
"Of course, if any better pla.n can be devised, it would be equally desirable 
satisfactory to all concerned. The inclosed terms would certainly be a geneJrOIJIS~ 
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eideration on the part of the Government and would be accepted in good faith by 
the Indians. They should sign an agreement to that effect ; otherwise they would 
revert to their former status and would b~ obliged to abide by any disposition the 
Government might deem best for the general peace and welfare of this country. To 
make opposition or resistance to the power of the GQvernment would be useless, as 
has been fully demonstrated. There is not a corner of this country tenable for hos-
tile Indians, and it is better fur them to now avail themselves of the opportunity to 
improve their condition and benefit their people for all time. 
"Very truly, yours, 
"NELSON A. MILES, 
"B1·igadier-General, Comnto.nding." 
"Memoranda suggested for a settlement and agreement between the Chiricahua and 
Warm Springs Indians and the Secretary of the Interior: 
"That the Government grant them a reservation of 600 square miles of land; that 
each family receive $300 in domestic animals, farming utensils, etc., the first year; 
the same the second year. The recognized chiefs to have comfortaule abodes, with 
such valuables as may be granted them; in all not to exceed in value $5,000. Such 
prominent men of the triue as may be selected, to superintend :md govern the triues 
and preserve good order among the Indians, and friendly and peaceable relations 
with all others. Said chiefs to receive, say: One to receive $50 per month-$600 per 
year; one to receive $40 per month-$480 per year; one to receive $30 per month-
$360 per year; four to receive $~5 per month-$1,200 per year; eight to receive $20 
per moutu-$1,920 per year; total, $4,560. 
"That the Apaches now in Florida be sent to the reserva~ion, and those that the 
Government may decide to send there of the hostiles who surrender. Also that meas-
ures be taken to restore any of the Apaches that ma.y now be in captivity in Mexico 
to their relatives.'' 
He directed me to draw up a formal pap'3r iu duplicate for their signature, based 
on the above memorandum. The Indians were to be told that if they agreed to the 
conditions mentioned, and signed the paper, that efforts would be made to have those 
conditions ratified by the Government., though such mtification could not he posi-
tively assured. Until that time the band should go to some place selected by the 
Government, perhaps Fort Reilly or Fort Union, and remain there. A few of the dele-
gation could remain at Fort Leavenworth, and a few return to Apache to move with 
their people, after which the former would join them. -
I also received additional instructions, of which I made a memorandum. The fol-
lowing is a verbatim copy of that memorandum: 
"(1). See interpreters; explain importance of Indian1,1 moving; ma.ke it to interest 
"of interpreters to use influence to make move. 
"(2). 'l'alk separately with Ka-e-te-na and Chatto; that although they have 
commUted crimes, one sentenced to Alcatraz, yet they were selected to go to Wash-
ington because it wa1:1 believed they could nse their influence to get their people to 
move where they would be prosperous and comfortable. If they persist in declining 
liberal terms of government, they will be ignoreu and negotiations opened with others 
of more sense and reason. '!'here is no doubt that tribe will be moved anyhow, and 
it will better their condition as tribe and individuals if they will conform in good 
faith to wishes of the Government. It is not the design or purpose of any officialt:~ to 
use har~:~h measures or do them injustice, but only to separate them from people who 
have every reason to feel very hostile towards them, and at the same time bett~r their 
own condition. Those who have been hostile have been hunted for last four months, 
until they are worn out and crippled, and they are trying to make terms with a gov-
ernment that will not give them one-tenth part as much as the United States. While 
Indians may think they can raid and hide, there is not a mountain ran~e they can 
seek where they can have any feeling of security. The terms that the Government 
will be willing to give them are mogt liberal and generous, and they should accept 
them in good faith. 
"The millions of white men in th1s country are subservient to Government anthor-
ititlS, and it is foolish for them to expect they will not have to be also. 
"No harm will come to them. Explain civil government of New Mexico and Ari-
zona and military authority also. Reservation outside of New Mexico and Arizona. 
is outside of jurisdiction of authorities of those Territories." 
I returned to l!,ort Leavenworth and did as directed. The Indians seemed to be 
impressed when they learned of the hostile feeling of the citizens of New Mexico and 
Arizona and the action of the civil authoritiet:~. They agreed to the conditions con-
tained in the memorandum of General Miles aud signed a paper, in duplicate, to that 
effect. The signatures were witnessed by First Lieut. C. H. Murray, Fourth Cavalry, 
and the paper was sent to General Miles. They were willing to go wherever Gen-
eral Miles wished to send them. 
S.Ex.83-4 
In Ex. Doc., No.117, second session, Forty-ninth Congress, I notice on 
extract from a letter of the Secretary of War, in which it is stated that 
to Albuquerque I must have informed General Miles that the views of the 
were that the place of confinement should be Fort Marion, Fla. 
In that the Secretary was mi taken. I know only what I have before 
that the matter of arresting all the band had been nuder consideration by 
ident, as the Secretary told me, and that General Sheridan was in favor of 
them to Fort Marion. I did not know what was intended or had been decided 
received orders to take the Indians to Fort Marion. General Miles was therefore 
rant of the views of the President when I left Albuquerque. 
A day or two after the Indians had signed the paper, I received orders to start 
six of them and two interpreters for Arizona, taking four with me to .ttc•tl>Jrook 
sending two to Wilcox. I understood these were to accompany their people 
place selected by General Miles, probably Fort Union, as had been intended 
the Indians agree to the conditions proposed. Chatto was not one of the 
was stopped at Emporia, Kans., and ordered to return with them to Fort Lea'""'U7.,.n 
That was on August 28th. After this the Indians remained quietly at Fort 
worth until September 14th, about one month after their arrival there, 
obedience to orders from the War Department, I proceeded with them to the 
tary post at St. Augustine, Fla., and turned them over to the commanding officer, 
which my connection with them ceased. 
So far as I can recollect, the foregoing is a full account of what took place 
the Indians were under my charge. My memory has been assisted by reference to 
printed papers referred to me. I have no notes nor memoranda in my possession 
cepli a copy of the letter from General Miles, dated August 5, 18o6, the melm<>randJIQI 
accompanymg it and my memorandum of instructions made at ~buquerque, all 
which are quoted in full. 
I WMI not personally acquainted with members of this band :>f Indians, 
had seen them casually at ~~ort Apache and once in the :field. With the ex•cep•tion,CI 
Captai Crawford and perhaps two or three other officers, I knew that 
had bt~en with them in the field when they were employed as scouts against 
mo's band, distrusted them and had about the same opinion of them as scouts as 
General Sheridan. It was believed that the hostiles could and did get supplies 
information from the Chiricabna scouts and those who remained on the res1er,ratio1L 
Geronimo himself went to the reservation in October, 1885, and took one of his 
from the camp of those who were peaceable. 
In May, 1886, I was at Fort Apache for about two weeks and met Chatto. Of 
I saw some of the Indians every day, and knew the location of their camp. 
ordinary conversation with officers of the post, I learned that the band had no 
of their own, but were allowed to use land on the military reservation for tnAlll' ~ .. m.n 
and crops; and that the White Mountain Indians, who hold the land in the v 
of Fort Apache, were very careful to see that the Chiricahuas did not pass 
the limits of the military reserve and thus use land belonging to the White Mcmn1talll~ 
In tho same way I heard that the Indians themselves did very little work, 
actual tilling of the soil was done by Mexicans who worked for them on shares. 
above matters were not within my personal knowledge, but I mention them here 
believe they were known in the same way to General Sheridan, and perhaps to other 
cials in Washington, and affected their view~:~ and recommendations. They can be 
fled by cal1ing upon Col. J.P. Wade, Fifth Cavalry, who was attt.at time in ooJnmurnt 
of ~~ort Apache. I was affected by them myself, and believed then and 
that it would have been criminal neglect on the part of the authorities not to 
the entire band to some place where they would be powerless to do harm; an 
particularly after my conversation with Chatto, just before I left Fort .Al'! .. vAlnwnri;ll 
to go to Albuquerque, he cuuld not have been trusted. Since the im}>ril~ortm•ent 
those Indians, I have never heard, from any one engaged in the Geronimo carnp:~ig:llj 
the slightest question raised as to the propriety or wisdom of removing th 
way. Cha.tto could have been taken back to Fort Apache, but if his arrest follo~IV~r.~ 
such a course would have been a mere form. Had he been set at hberty, I am 
there would have been such results that the people of Arizona and New Mexico, 
the Government of Old Mexico, and not Chatto, would undoubtedly have bad 
most justifiable grounds for believing that they were entitled to an indemnity now. 
Since the above was written I have recalled other things that may be of 
To relate them will show more fully the views of officers who were closely 
with those Indians, and, judging from printed accounts I have seen of tes.tiDIIODlJ 
given before the Senate committee, I think the Secretary of War will consiaer 
relation pertinent and proper. 
Just after the outbreak in 1885 I was at Fort Bayard, N.Mex. There I saw 
Crook, who placed implicit confidence in Cbatto, and said it was to Cbatto's 
to keep faith with us, for the Mexicans held one or two wives and some 
his, and his prospect of recovering them depended on his good behavior. I also 
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then, and afterwards learned positively, that Cbatto and Geronimo were not on the 
best terms, and on that account Chatto would not be likely to go on the war path if 
he had to place himself under the leadership of Geronimo. Many believed that these 
things, and not love of peaceful pursuits nor fear of the whites, were the controlling 
influences that kept him from becoming hostile. This theory was advanced some 
time after the outbreak, after the conduct of Cbatto's scouts had caused unfavorable 
comment. Chatto had no quarrel with the other hostiles-his own people-who fol-
lowEid Geronimo; and most, if not all, the officers who served with troops in com-
mands to which Chatto's scouts belonged, believed the scouts delayed and misled 
them when following the hostiles. This opinion was also held hy Indian scouts who 
were not of the same band as the hostiles. Most officers who were on duty with the 
Chiricahna scouts distrusted them. General Sheridan said that it was on account of 
his lack of faith in them that he orderetl General Miles to make prominent use of the 
regular troops of his command. No one doubted the loyalty of all other Indian scouts. 
When I was at Fort Apache, in May 18, 1886, General 1\Ii les had dispensed with the 
services of the Chiricahna scouts, and there was a feeling among the otlicers tbere, 
that as the Indians were thus rendered idle they would grow restless, and if the hos-
tiles did not soon meet with some decided reverse, the Indians at Apache would join 
them. Theoretically they were not idle, but performing manual labor in their tields, 
while in reality, with few exceptions, that labor was done by Mexicans and some 
women. Many were in the habit of getting drunk, anu Ka-e-te-na particularly was 
regarded with suspicion. I did not take the trouble to investigate these things, but 
they were alluded to as matters of course, that every one knew, and with no attempt 
on the part of the speakers to produce an impression. 1'he distrust of the Chiricahnas 
was so general that no one thought of placing stress on such subjects. 
While we were in Washington, an interpreter, Sam Bowman, reported to me the 
conversation I have mentioned, when Ka-e-te-na boasted he knew ofplaces in Mexico 
where troopscould not find him. He reported that then it had also leaked out that 
just b!'lfore General Miles went to Apache to see about sending the delegation to 
Washington Ka-e-te-na was contemplating an outbreak. A great number were drunk, 
or were just recovering from a spree, when General Miles arrived, and his arrival 
caused them to delay action till they had seen him. Afterwards Bowman told me 
this story (except as to the drunkenness) was not true. He got it from Concepcion, 
who afterwards claimed it was a mistake, and that he had misunderstood the Indians. 
I do not remember the story distinctly, lmt it was so straight that I was surprised 
when Concepcion retracted it. When I spoke about it, his manner made me believe 
that he was withholding something, and the story was true, but that he had some 
reason for contradicting himself. Ka-e-te-na had spent nearly all his life in Mexico, 
and the story accorded with the opinion of him, held by those who knew him well. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL U. S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
J. H. DORST, 
Captain Fourth Caval1·y. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, March 10, 1890. 
GENERAL: I have the honor to make the following report, in obedience to your 
reference, received by mail this a. m., transmitting copy of Senate resolution in re-
gard to the seizure of Chato and members of his band of Cbiricahua Apaches, 
etc. 
I make my report as succinct as possible, fearing to overburden the record with 
matter not strictly connected with the case and not comprehended in the Senate in-
quiry. I had known the Arizona Apaches, in peace and war, since 1869; had been a 
member of General Crook's staff during the campaign which reduced six thousand of 
them to submission and put them to work; had accompanied that officer on his ex-
pedition into the heart of the Sierra Madre, Mexico, in 1883, and had been by his side 
at tbe moment when Geronimo surrendered to him in the Canon de los Embudos, 
Sonora, in March, 1886. 
I had been consulted by Ron. William C. Endicott, then Secretary of War, in re-
gard to these Indians and the general history of the ttibe, of which I have made a 
special stndy, going back to the first acquaintance of the white man with them. 
I had been asked by Chato to confer with the Secretary of \Var, with a view 
to the restitution of Chato's children, then held, and still held, prisoners in Mex-
ico. Chato had n~stored thirteen white captives to General <;;rook, and he had 
been promised the fullest interposition possible to secure the return of his family. 
Ofthese facts I was the only man in Washington, and possibly the only man in the 
world, excepting General Crook, who had any knowledge or memoranda. The min-
utes of that conference with the Secretary of War have been printed, and are to be 
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found among the papers referred from your office. They were printed at my 
request upon my telling Mr. Endicott that my experience bad taught me no 
sa.tion of an official nature should ever be held with Indians, unless at once 
to writing. 
Secretary Endicott was kind and courteous, and when the party broke up, 
me to prepare for his signature, a paper which he gave to Chato. Cba 
with him discharge papers, certifying to the excellence of his character as a 
signed by Capt. Emmet Crawford, Third Cavalry, and Lient. Britton Davis, 
Cavalry, two of the ablest and most experienced Indian fighters the service has 
had. 
Chato further received from the Secretary of the Interior (L. Q. C. Lamar) 
silver medal; the records of the Interior Department can be consulted to d 
whether these medals are given to orninary Indians or for trivial considmrat:tooa: 
my own experienco, running back twenty-one years, assures me that they are 
bestowed as a mark of special honor and confidence. 
Chato, during the whole time of his stay in the eapital, seemed to be in 
humor and spirits, although he complained of severe headache brought on by 
ulcerated tooth. 
The President received the deputation kindly, but, as previously arranged, 
• (Mr. Cleveland) merely shook hands and said he would carefully consider all 
had been said between them and Hon. Mr. Endicott. 
A day or two after this I accompanied Mr. Endicott to the White Honse where 
Cabinet meeting was in progress. I was questioned concerning the terms 
which the Chiricahnas had surrendered to General Crook in Sierra Madre, 
1S83. I repliell that they were to cease from raids upon both Mexichns and A 
and go to work upon farms which should be provideu for them in some suita 
on the White Mountain Reservation, Ariz., and that so long as they beh 
Relves they should be protected in the homes thus provided; but I stated th 
had been taken very violently ill during the latter part of the Sierra Madre cam 
and might for that reason have failed to record some item or stipulation, I ven 
to suggost that General Crook himself should be telegraphed for, it being natural 
suppose that be could furnish all the information desired. 
General Crook, however, was not sent for. 
President Cleveland seemed to confound the two bands of Geronimo and Ch 
and alluded to the fact that Geronimo had not remained much more than a 
at the White Mountain Reservation before returning to the war-path. I 
apologist for Geronimo, and l)elieved then, as I believe now, that he was a 
depraved rascal whose neck I should like to stretch; but, I submitted that there 
a marked difference between his case and that of Chato, who from the hour of 
surrender to General Crook in 1883, had abided faithfully by every promise 
who not only kept his own people from going out with Geronimo, but had 
the seouts, taken from his own band, aud had hunted him (Geronimo) from 
rock until Captain Crawford was killed in a meeting with Mexican irregular 
just after the village of Geronimo had been surprised and destroyed. 
I explained, too, that Chato and Geronimo were personal enimies, and that 
imo had endeavored to exculpate himselfto General Crook for his outbreak from 
rE~servat:on in 1885, by saying that he feared Chato was plotting to kill him. 
In the month of March, 18l:l7, I accompanied Mr. Herbert Welsh, Secretary of 
Indian Rights Association, to St. Augustine, Fla., to examine into the conditio 
these Indians, then in confinement in the moldy casements of the old Spanish 
Sa.n Marco. Mr. Welsh's report has already been published and is deserving 
most careful consideration. As copies of it can be obtained from that gent] 
w)ll add nothing more to my report than the bitter complaint Chato 
treachery with which he had been treated; that the Government whichem1Dl<>ve1d 
as a scout against Geronimo had given him the very same treatment given to 
that his people were dying and had no chance to work, and had been robb 
farms and little belongings, horses, etc., of no great consequence in our eyes, 
but of considerable value to them. He appealed to me to say whether I bad 
and his people upon their farms near Fort Apache, which I told him I ceJ~tainly 
Among the Indians in confinement were Ki-e-ta and Martinez, who had been 
to p:o-.nt and coax Geronimo to come in. Geronimo did come in under the assu 
as they stated, that he was to be allowed to return to Fort Apache; not all 
hand remained with the troops after meeting them ; there was a smallnum 
prAferred to return to the rece!'lses of the Sierra Madre, where they still are. 
(liately after effecting this important mission for the Government of the 
States, and without receiving the reward promised them Ki-e-ta and Martinez 
hnrried off to prison with Geronimo and the rest. 
Another Indian whom I met was Gout-kli, who is not au adherent of 
Chato or Geronimo, in any sense, not being a Cbiricabua at all; he is 
Carlos Apache, married to a Chiricahua Mqnaw, had never lived with the Vlltiri.ca.lll 
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at all until just before his seizure, had for years been a scont, and was favorably 
considered by the officers in charge at Fort Marion. 'l'here was another case exactly 
similar, but t.he name escapes me (it was Tzil-gan) and, again, there was another 
in the case of To-Klanni, a White Mountain Apache, similarly married, who with 
Pa-na-o-tizn had led General Crook so faithfully and so abl,v into tho heart of the 
Sierra Madre in 1883. None of these imprisoned scouts were mustered ont of service 
for weeks after arriving at Fort Marion. 
"Sam Bowman (the interpreter) stated to Mr. ·welsh in my presence that if he 
had known that the Government contemplated treating Chato as it had been 
doing, he, Bowman, wonld never have como with theChiricahnas to Florida." (Per-
sonal note-book, March 8, 1887, St. Augustine, .l!'la. Bowman was one of the in-
terpreters who had accompanied Cha.to to Washington in the summer of 1~8(). J. 
G. B.) 
I have the honor to be, general, very respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
JOHN G. BOURKE, 
Captain, Th·i1"d Cavalry. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERaL, U.S. ARMY, 
Washington, D. C. 
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